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SUMMARY
Lookup services form a core component in a number of applications such as
name resolution, many publish-subscribe systems, and IP communication systems.
With the rapid growth of the Internet, lookup services must be designed with scala-
bility and resilience in mind. The peer-to-peer (p2p) architecture exhibits these and
other desirable qualities that make it an excellent substrate for lookup applications.
However, p2p is not widely used for critical lookup infrastructure like the domain
name system (DNS) because of its limited dependability and security. This disser-
tation aims to address its shortcomings through the design and implementation of a
robust, cost-conscious p2p lookup service.
The distributed nature of p2p makes it difficult to maintain dependability and
security. Hundreds of thousands, if not millions, of nodes located worldwide on hard-
ware of varying capabilities may be responsible for storing objects, servicing lookup
requests, and forwarding overlay messages. Failure, corruption or compromise of a
small set of these nodes could have a dramatic effect on the ability of the system to
resolve lookup requests.
We employ replica placement to mitigate the impact of failed nodes on overlay
connectivity and the availability of objects in a lookup service. We demonstrate
how an appropriate placement improves object availability and node reachability by
creating route diversity. We show how equally-spaced replica placement can create
provably disjoint routes in a well known distributed hash table implementation called
Chord. Through detailed simulation, we show that this placement creates greater
route diversity than existing placements. Furthermore, we show that the number
of disjoint routes has a pronounced impact on the reachability of an object replica
xiii
and, in turn, the probability of lookup success. We generalize this approach into
MaxDisjoint, a replica placement for a broader class of distributed hash table
implementations that employ a routing scheme we call tree-based routing. Using
Pastry as example, we show that MaxDisjoint performs comparably to equally-
spaced placement in Chord and can dramatically improve the probability of lookup
success for a wider range of DHT implementations.
If the dependability and security needs of a p2p application can be met using
replica placement and other existing mechanisms, then there is an opportunity to
make p2p pervasive in practice. However, this requires that p2p designs become
more aware of their operating environments. The illegal file-sharing beginnings of
p2p have made most advances in the field “client-driven”; that is, enhancements to
the architecture are made primarily to improve user experience (e.g., lookup latency,
availability). As such, most existing p2p applications are agnostic to the needs of the
underlying network operators. Messages may be routed over tangled routes across
numerous Internet Service Providers (ISPs) without regard to the IP transit costs
incurred. This becomes increasingly expensive for ISPs with the transfer of large files.
This dissertation proposes an id assignment policy to bound the costs of overlay routes
and dramatically reduce costs incurred by a p2p lookup service deployed across several
ISPs. Combining replica placement with this id assignment, further cost benefits can
be achieved; however, there is a trade-off between the cost of replication and transit
costs. We propose a function to quantify the cost of replica storage and replica
retrieval that can be used to find the optimal replication degree. We evaluate this
technique using an experimental deployment of our lookup service implementation on
the Emulab testbed and find that it can reduce network operating costs by as much
as 80%.
By improving the dependability, security and operating cost of a p2p lookup
service, this dissertation seeks to unlock the potential of p2p technology for legitimate
xiv
applications. Dependable, secure and cost-effective p2p is a natural platform for
delivering rich content like data, voice and streaming video in a fashion that is scalable
to the demands of the Internet.
xv
CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Internet has become the ultimate platform for the exchange of data, voice and
video. As the Internet grows, content distribution networks are challenged with the
cost of delivering rich media to the masses. The classical client-server networking
paradigm is becoming overwhelmed with the demand that the Internet has created.
Thus, we have turned to alternative architectures to provide the scalability and re-
silience necessary to deploy these applications more effectively. The peer-to-peer
(p2p) paradigm is one such solution.
In the p2p architecture, each peer is able to act as a client and a server. Thus, the
workload can be balanced across a large number of peers. Bittorrent (data), Skype
(voice) and Joost (video) have all enjoyed success as p2p content distributors, but
there is reluctance to deliver critical services via p2p. In general, as the sensitivity of
the shared media increases, so does the reluctance to use p2p. Since p2p distributes
responsibility among hundreds of thousands or millions of nodes, it is not straightfor-
ward to maintain the availability, integrity and confidentiality of the service. In the
first part of this dissertation, we focus on the problem of availability and present our
solution as a robust p2p lookup service where object availability is maintained in the
presence of failures or malicious behavior.
A second impediment to the deployment of p2p technology for popular services is
the cost incurred by network operators. Most p2p networks rely on multi-hop routing
through several peers, which may reside in multiple Internet Service Provider (ISP)
domains. ISPs rely on each other to forward data to other portions of the Internet,
sometimes with a non-zero IP transit cost. Since each hop in a p2p route may reside
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in a different ISP, the multi-hop p2p route between two peers may incur several times
the cost of the direct Internet route between the source and destination. To address
this problem, we integrate a cost-conscious mechanism into our lookup service design
and show through experimentation that it reduces ISP costs by 80%.
In the remaining sections of this chapter, we define a lookup service and its po-
tential applications, introduce the concept of a p2p overlay, discuss the shortcomings
of overlay routing, enumerate our contributions and lay out the organization of the
remainder of the dissertation.
1.1 Lookup Services
A lookup service provides two basic operations: insert and lookup. When an object
is inserted, it is persistently stored and associated with some metadata. To perform
a lookup, a request is made to the service using the metadata associated with the
desired object. Lookup services form a core component in many common applications
such as name resolution, publish-subscribe, and IP communication systems.
Domain name resolution is a classic lookup service example. Network addresses
are stored in the system and associated with a domain name. When a client needs
to resolve a domain name, the service is queried using the domain name and the
associated network address is returned. Publish-subscribe systems behave in the
same manner; messages are associated with a “topic” on insertion and subscribers
look up a particular topic to fetch the published messages.
Because it is a versatile component central to many applications, we use a lookup
service as the vehicle for the contributions of this dissertation. As a result, the benefits
of our findings can be far-reaching and impact a large number of services.
1.2 Peer-to-Peer Overlays
A central concept of this work is the notion of an overlay. Although they are often
referred to as “peer-to-peer networks”, it is important to realize that these are logical
2
P2P Overlay
Underlying Network
Figure 1: The relationship between a p2p logical ring overlay and the underlying
network. The dashed lines connect nodes in the underlying network to their logical
location in the overlay.
networks overlaid on an existing network. The relationship between the p2p overlay
and the underlying network is depicted in Figure 1. Note that although two overlay
nodes may be direct logical neighbors in the logical ring topology, they may be sepa-
rated by several hops in the underlying network. In this dissertation, we will use the
term overlay or overlay network to refer to the logical peer-to-peer topology.
For the purposes of this dissertation, we will assume that the overlay is comprised
of end hosts in the Internet. Furthermore, we assume that the underlying network
eventually delivers any message sent from one overlay node to another. We feel
this assumption is reasonable since the Internet path between two overlay nodes is
comprised primarily of Internet routers. Given these assumptions, we focus primarily
on addressing failed and compromised nodes in the overlay and the economic impact
of overlay functions on the underlying network.
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1.3 Shortcomings of Structured Overlay Routing
Before summarizing the contributions of the dissertation, we will provide more detail
of the problems that are addressed. Both are related to the shortcomings of structured
overlay routing. First, we address the problem of object availability in a p2p lookup
service. We argue that replication alone is not sufficient to address object availability
in structured p2p overlays. Since objects are fetched along multi-hop routes, some
of the replicas may become unreachable if the routes are compromised. The system
is more vulnerable when the routes to a replica set overlap creating a single point
of failure. Therefore, we use replica placement to create route diversity in the paths
used to fetch a replica set.
Second, overlay routing can be quite efficient with respect to path lengths in the
overlay. Unfortunately, each hop in the overlay may correspond to a multi-hop path
in the underlying network, which has many undesirable side effects. The relationship
between an overlay route and the route in the underlying network is shown in Figure 2.
In this simple example, an overlay route of 3 hops corresponds to a path in the
underlying network of 7 hops. Besides the impact this may have on latency, this
may result in significant IP transit costs if the hops in the underlying network lay
in commercially diverse networks. Innovation in overlay routing has addressed the
issue of long path lengths with distributed hash tables (DHTs) [31, 32, 39, 43] by
structuring the p2p topology to bound the number of overlay routing hops. We turn
our attention to the economic impact of overlay routing.
The economic burden placed on network operators threatens the survival of p2p
technology. Consider as a worst case scenario an overlay route between two peers
that reside in the same network. Suppose that this route takes multiple hops in the
overlay from the source node through networks all over the globe before arriving at the
destination node. Traversing these intermediate networks may incur transit costs for
their operators. Most p2p overlay designs are agnostic to the underlying network and
4
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Figure 2: The relationship between an overlay route and the route in the underlying
network.
do not address transit costs. We propose a p2p overlay design that employs replica
placement to provide cost benefit to the underlying network operators in addition to
improving object availability in the overlay.
1.4 Contributions
The goal of this research is to design and implement a p2p lookup service that can
be used to provide critical services robustly without placing an excessive economic
burden on network operators. Contributions made as part of this research are as
follows:
• To improve routing robustness in Chord [39], a well known DHT, we propose
equally-spaced replica placement. We show that this placement creates provably
disjoint routes from any source node to the replica set [21]. Furthermore, we
provide a theorem to find the replication degree necessary to create a desired
number of disjoint routes. Through simulation, we show that the number of
disjoint routes has a direct impact on routing robustness, which we measure as
the probability of lookup success.
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• To extend the benefits of equally-spaced replication to DHTs other than Chord,
we generalize the approach for DHTs that employ a tree-based routing scheme.
We propose MaxDisjoint, a replica placement for tree-based routing DHTs,
and prove that it creates disjoint routes from any source node to the replica
set. Furthermore, we determine the necessary replication degree to create a
desired number of disjoint routes. Using simulations of Pastry, we evaluate
MaxDisjoint and verify that it maintains the benefits of equally-spaced replica
placement.
• Although replication can provide many benefits, fetching an entire replica set
as opposed to a single objects creates additional traffic in the p2p overlay. To
measure the impact of parallelization on overlay congestion and, in turn, lookup
response time, we considered a family of replica fetching strategies that vary
the degree of parallelization to reduce congestion and maintain a reasonable
response time. We evaluate these techniques to find the strategy that best
trades off load and latency.
• To demonstrate the workings of MaxDisjoint and the ease with which it
can be integrated into an existing DHT, we implemented a prototype using
the FreePastry distribution from Rice University [1]. We use this prototype to
produce many of our experimental results.
• To address the transit costs incurred by overlay routes, we describe organization-
based node id assignment for DHTs that employ a prefix-matching routing
scheme. We prove that overlay paths in a DHT with organization-based id
assignment incur a bounded transit cost. We show experimentally that this
cost is significantly less (55-65%) than that incurred by existing DHT designs.
• To reduce cost further, we propose using replication to increase the availability
6
of a zero transit cost replica. We show that replica placements like MaxDis-
joint can also provide a number of bounded cost paths in the event that a zero
transit cost replica is not available. We define a cost function that can be used
to find the optimal replication degree, which minimizes transit costs without
overburdening networks with the storage of objects. Through experimentation,
we show that using MaxDisjoint in conjunction with organization-based id
assignment can result in an 80% reduction in cost.
1.5 Dissertation Organization
This dissertation is organized as follows:
Chapter 2 reviews other work on peer-to-peer routing, replica placement, and
cost-conscious overlays.
Chapter 3 provides necessary background on distributed hash tables.
Chapter 4 describes equally-spaced replication and analyzes the impact of replica
placement on routing robustness in Chord.
In Chapter 5, we introduce tree-based routing DHTs, the MaxDisjoint replica
placement, and evaluate MaxDisjoint in Pastry.
Chapter 6 proposes a cost-conscious distributed hash table design for Internet
service providers. Organization-based id assignment is defined and its cost benefits
with MaxDisjoint are discussed.
Finally, in Chapter 7, we provide concluding remarks and some direction for future
work.
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CHAPTER II
RELATED WORK
The contributions of this dissertation address the dependability shortcomings and
economic needs of peer-to-peer overlays. Ours is the first approach to use replica
placement to mitigate these two seemingly unrelated problems. Because of the nov-
elty of our approach, there is little closely related previous work. Nevertheless, there is
a myriad of work that have considered the two problems independently. In this chap-
ter, we will first review the threats to overlay security and discuss existing solutions
to mitigate their effects. In the remaining sections, we will contrast our contributions
with existing node id assignment policies, replica placements, and cost-conscious over-
lays.
2.1 Structured Peer-to-Peer Overlay Security
The body of work in overlay security is extensive and, although our work focuses on
overlay routing, we feel it is worthwhile to briefly survey some of the other relevant
contributions before detailing routing security literature. We categorize overlay secu-
rity works according to the type of attacks they address. Sit and Morris [36] classify
attacks on distributed hash tables into three categories:
1. Storage and retrieval attacks, which target the manner in which peers manage
data items;
2. Routing attacks, which target the manner in which peers route messages; and
3. Miscellaneous attacks, which target other aspects of the system, such as admis-
sion control or the underlying network routing service.
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Although this categorization focuses on DHTs, it is applicable to peer-to-peer overlays
in general. All peer-to-peer overlays perform some form of routing and, when used
to implement lookup services, they rely heavily on the storage and retrieval of data
items.
Sit and Morris point to replication as the primary method of mitigating the effects
of storage and retrieval attacks [36]. With multiple copies of a data item, we increase
the likelihood that a correct node is responsible for a given key. Typically, replicas
are placed in the neighborhood of the master key; this is the case in the original
Chord [39], Pastry [32], and CAN [31] papers. We will show that such placements are
not sufficient to address the storage and retrieval problem; the retrieval of objects in
a peer-to-peer overlay is a complex operation that requires the support of a robust
routing infrastructure. We will detail some alternative placements in Section 2.3.
The body of work related to miscellaneous attacks is too extensive to carefully
consider here, but we highlight a few well known problems nonetheless. Many works
have focused on admission control problems [33], the Sybil [12] and Eclipse [35] attacks
in particular, and denial of service (DoS) attacks [14, 38]. These types of attacks may
affect a broad range of DHTs or may be specific to a particular implementation.
Considering these types of work further is beyond the scope of this dissertation.
Our work focuses on limiting the effects of routing attacks and the success of
storage and retrieval attacks. Although several solutions suggest using cryptographic
signatures [7, 23, 33, 36, 40], such an approach typically requires a central trusted au-
thority to issue certificates to newly joining nodes. This centralized entity diminishes
the benefits of a fully distributed approach. It is preferable to design robustness into
the distributed routing infrastructure to create diverse routing paths [4, 7, 30, 37].
Multiple, diverse routes increase the likelihood that failed or malicious peers can be
circumnavigated.
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We define a set of two or more routes to be diverse if and only if every pair of
routes differs in at least one hop. Typically, a set of diverse routes share a common
source node. Portmann et al. [30] consider using the routing table entries of the
source node to create diverse routes. They empirically determine the Chord finger
table entries that minimize route overlap when used as the first hop. We will show
that replica placement can be used to create provably disjoint routes, which share no
overlap.
Srivatsa and Liu [37] propose the notion of independent routes to be a set of
two or more routes where every pair of routes differs in all hops but the source
and destination. Srivatsa and Liu use the neighbors of the source node to create
independent routes to a destination. Although routing via neighbors of the source
node creates some route diversity, we will show that it is insufficient to dramatically
improve routing robustness.
Cyclone [4] is an equivalence-based routing scheme built upon an existing DHT
that also aims to create route diversity. Independent routes are created by routing
along different equivalence classes. This approach incurs additional per node routing
overhead and involves a complex routing scheme. Furthermore, independent routes
address routing attacks, but fail to fully address the storage and retrieval problem.
Without replication, the storage and retrieval attack is as simple as compromising
the node responsible for the lone copy of the victim object. Our approach of creating
disjoint routes through replication addresses both problems.
Other routing solutions have addressed routing attacks without making route di-
versity the focus of the approach. Castro et al. [7], for example, have developed a
secure routing primitive, which guarantees that when a non-faulty node sends a mes-
sage to a key k, the message is delivered to all non-faulty members of the replica set
of k. This holistic solution combines secure node id assignment, improved routing ta-
ble maintenance using constrained routing tables, routing fault detection techniques,
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and a neighbor set anycast to support the secure routing primitive. The approach is
sophisticated and creates excellent results. Although the approach is not as strongly
reliant on route diversity as the others discussed above, it uses the neighbor set to
create diverse routes similar to the approach used in [37]. Unfortunately, it relies
heavily on the presence of certified node ids and a central certifying authority. Cryp-
tographic techniques may place strain on nodes with limited computing power and a
central certifying authority presents a point of vulnerability in the system. Further-
more, the approach requires modification of the existing DHT routing mechanisms,
which makes it cumbersome to transfer its benefits from one DHT to another. Our
approach can be deployed as a middleware on top of an existing routing infrastructure
without the need for a central certifying authority or certified node ids.
Mickens and Noble [27] develop a framework for diagnosing broken overlay routes,
whether they result from IP-level link failures or malicious routers at the overlay-level.
Once the source of the error is detected, DHT routes can circumnavigate broken IP-
level links or exclude misbehaving nodes to improve the routing success rate of the
system. Our work does not consider the failure of IP-level links; however, disjoint
overlay routes may also be used to circumnavigate broken links without excluding any
overlay nodes. We believe that circumnavigating failures is preferred to the exclusion
of overlay nodes. Each overlay node represents a unit of resources available to the
entire network. As nodes are blacklisted, the resources of the entire network are
diminished.
It is worth noting that path disjointedness has been considered in other contexts
as well. Castro et al. [8] propose a p2p multicast system for high bandwidth content
(e.g., streaming video). Content is split into “stripes” such that the quality of the
content improves with the number of stripes downloaded simultaneously. The stripes
are delivered to subscribers via multicast trees. To ensure that the failure of a single
node does not compromise all stripes, the trees are constructed to be inner node
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disjoint. In other words, no node will be an inner node of more than one multicast
tree. Therefore, if a single node fails, no more than one stripe is lost as a result.
Inner node disjoint trees are constructed by selecting roots that vary in id prefixes.
MaxDisjoint creates disjoint paths in much the same way in Pastry.
2.2 Node Id Assignment
Node id assignment has generally aimed to achieve network diversity, uniform id
distribution, and security. Most well-known distributed hash table implementa-
tions [32, 39, 43] rely on random id assignment. Node ids are generated using a
secure hash function applied to the IP address of the node, for instance. Since nodes
with similar IP addresses are unlikely to have similar node ids, the id space is diverse
in terms of the network location of neighboring nodes. This reduces the probability
that a catastrophic network outage partitions the overlay. If we assume that catas-
trophic network outages are rare, then the benefits of random node id assignment are
limited. In these situations, we propose an id assignment scheme that improves the
cost-consciousness of the overlay.
A second desirable property of random id assignment is the uniform distribution
of ids. A skewed node id distribution can severely affect load balance. When very few
nodes are responsible for a large portion of the id space, the storage burden on those
nodes is greater than nodes within a denser portion of the id space. We combat this
problem using a technique similar to the approach used in [44]. Zhou et al. propose
a hierarchical location-based id assignment policy to improve locality. Nodes within
a common region are assigned a common prefix. To ensure load balance, id space
segments (as defined by prefix lengths) are assigned in proportion to the number of
nodes in that region. Our approach differs in that our id assignment is organization-
based rather than locality-based; our primary goal is to reduce inter-organization
communication instead of latency.
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Finally, the security implications of node id assignment have been considered. The
Sybil [12] and Eclipse [35] attacks are well known attacks on the id assignment policy.
These attacks focus on gathering multiple ids in the overlay to partition the network
or “eclipse” a group of nodes from the rest of the network. Castro et al. [7] propose
using certified random node ids in which a central authority provides certificates
to bind a random node id to a node. Rather than using cryptographic techniques,
we employ replica placement to maintain object availability in the face of network
partitions.
2.3 Replica Placement
Replica placement has long been studied in the realm of distributed computing.
Specifically in the area of peer-to-peer networks, it has become clear that replica
placement can be used to manage load and satisfy capacity constraints while improv-
ing the quality of service in the system. Many studies have compared the performance
of several placement schemes in terms of quality of service, availability, and time to
recovery [10, 13, 24, 28]. However, to our knowledge, none have considered routing
robustness as it relates to replica placement.
Chen et al. [10] propose a replica placement that builds a dissemination tree to
propagate updates efficiently. This placement creates good load distribution and
small delay and bandwidth costs for replica updates.
Lian et al. [24] study the impact of replica placement on reliability in distributed
block storage systems. They compare sequential, random, and striped placement in
these systems to determine which provides the most reliability. They find that both
sequential and random placement have positive and negative aspects and prescribe
the striped placement to reach a near-optimal compromise.
Douceur and Wattenhofer [13] compare multiple heuristics for determining the dy-
namic placement of replicas in Farsite, a scalable, distributed file system [2]. Replicas
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are shifted to find the placement that meets the availability constraints defined by
each heuristic. Through their analysis they are able to measure the algorithmic effi-
ciency and the efficacy of each placement. With these metrics in hand, they prescribe
a placement for Farsite.
On et al. [28] use availability and uptime heuristics to determine a dynamic replica
placement that provides the best quality of availability. From their study, they de-
termine that the placement of replicas can have a greater impact on the quality of
availability than the number of replicas. In other words, although increasing the repli-
cation degree may increase the hit rate, it does not necessarily improve the quality of
availability. This is precisely the behavior we observe in peer-to-peer networks where
the availability is influenced by the number of replicas and the ability to retrieve them
over multi-hop paths.
Ghodsi et al. [16] propose the symmetric replica placement scheme, wherein replica
ids are equally spaced over the entire id space. This technique reduces the mes-
sage overhead in node joins and leaves, provides better load balance, and improves
fault tolerance. We highlight this work because equally-spaced and symmetric replica
placement are equivalent in Chord; therefore, the benefits demonstrated in [16] can
be realized in our approach as well. However, it is worth noting that MaxDisjoint
placement provides added benefit in other DHT implementations that equally-spaced
placement cannot achieve. Furthermore, our work is the first to consider the routing
robustness benefits of replica placement.
2.4 Cost-Conscious Overlays
Most overlay designs have focused on costs to the client – latency, for instance.
Locality- or topology-awareness is becoming a prevalent feature in distributed hash
table implementations. Most notably, Pastry [32], Tapestry [43], and CAN [31] all aim
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to reduce latency by employing some form of locality-awareness. Although locality-
awareness is beneficial to the clients of a DHT, it does not dramatically reduce the
economic burden on network operators. Therefore, we focus on the costs to the
Internet service providers hosting the lookup service, rather than its clients.
Seetharaman and Ammar [34] show that overlay routes may violate the admin-
istrative inter-domain policies that govern Internet routing. Violating these policies,
like the valley-free property of Internet routing, incurs cost for network operators.
Seetharaman and Ammar propose inserting nodes into the overlay to create addi-
tional peering relationships and avoid policy violations. This work differs from ours
in its focus; although the elimination of policy violations may have an effect on the
overall cost to ISPs, it is not goal of the approach. The approach aims simply to
eliminate inter-domain policy violations, which does not necessarily reduce transit
costs.
Xie et al. [42] propose a new framework for cooperative traffic control between
peer-to-peer applications and network operators. The framework prescribes deploying
an iTracker for each network provider, which provides applications with the network
topology, provider policy, and network capability information. Although this would
provide peer-to-peer applications with the necessary information to operate in a cost-
conscious manner, it may be difficult in practice to persuade a provider to divulge its
network policy and capability. With our approach, the hosting organizations do not
need to divulge any information regarding their peering or transit policies. Instead,
the aggregate cost for resolving a query is expressed for each organization using the
cost function we define. A global replication degree is determined by minimizing the
organization cost functions in concert or by utilizing one of several replication degree
selection strategies we provide.
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CHAPTER III
DISTRIBUTED HASH TABLES
Structured overlay architects borrowed a well known data structure to serve as a
model for their designs: the hash table. Hash tables store key-value pairs such that a
value can be retrieved efficiently given the corresponding key. Distributed hash tables
(DHTs) function in much the same way; key-value pairs are stored at appropriate
locations in a network such that values can be efficiently retrieved given a key. Each
node manages a small number of references to other nodes to facilitate lookups, which
effectively distributes routing information. The result is retrieval time and storage
costs both on the order of O(logN).
Distributed hash table implementations differ primarily in the management and
partitioning of the address space. Typically, each scheme lends itself to a geomet-
ric interpretation of the address space (e.g., ring, hypercube, torus). Furthermore,
each implementation specifies a routing scheme that exploits the system structure to
efficiently look up values.
In this chapter, we will describe Chord and Pastry, two DHT implementations
that we refer to extensively in the remainder of the dissertation.
3.1 Chord
The simplest and perhaps most elegant DHT implementation is Chord, published
by Stoica et al. [39]. The address space is an m-bit ring; that is, ids form a one-
dimensional id circle modulo 2m wrapping around from 2m − 1 to 0. Typically, a
secure hash function is used to generate ids, either by hashing an IP address for node
ids or by hashing some metadata for data items.
The id of a data item is called a key. Formally, the (key, value) pair (k, v) is
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Figure 3: A 6-bit Chord ring. Node ids are labeled N〈id〉 and keys are labeled
K〈key〉. The finger table and corresponding finger links are shown for node N8.
hosted by the node whose id is greater than or equal to k. This node is called the
successor of key k. This scheme, called consistent hashing, implies that each node is
responsible for all the keys less than or equal to its own id, but greater than the id
preceding it in the ring.
An example of a Chord ring with m = 6 is depicted in Figure 3. The simplest
method for finding a key k is to traverse the ring in the clockwise direction starting at
any node. The search stops when the successor of k is reached. Although simple, this
method is very inefficient. To route efficiently in a Chord ring, each node maintains
a routing table called a finger table (see Figure 3). In a ring with an m-bit identifier
space, the finger table has at most m entries. At node n, the finger table entry at row
i contains the successor of n+2i, where 0 ≤ i ≤ m− 1. For the example in Figure 3,
the fourth finger table entry of node N8 contains the successor of 8 + 23 = 16, or
N21.
When routing to a key k, a node forwards the lookup to the closest predecessor
of k in the ring using its finger table. When the lookup reaches a node n such that
k lies between n and the successor of n, node n reports its successor as the lookup
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Figure 4: An example route in a 6-bit Chord ring. The route corresponds to a
lookup for K54. The routing hops use the finger table entries N8 + 32, N41 + 8, and
N51 + 4, respectively.
result. Intuitively, with each hop, the lookup reduces the distance between the current
hop and the key by at least half. This greedy routing algorithm results in O(log n)
routing hops, where n is the number of nodes. An example route is shown in Figure 4.
Note that the distance traveled at each hop decreases by at least half as the message
proceeds down the lookup path.
3.2 Pastry
Pastry, which was proposed by Rowstron and Druschel in 2001 [32], is similar to
Chord, but attempts to minimize a network proximity constraint in addition to min-
imizing the number of hops in the overlay.
The address space is organized as an id ring, much like Chord. However, each id
is thought of as a sequence of digits in base 2b. Contrary to the consistent hashing
approach of Chord, a key is assigned to the node with the id numerically closest to
the key.
At each routing step, the message is forwarded to the node whose id shares a prefix
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Routing Table
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Figure 5: Example Pastry node state. Shown for hypothetical node 10233102, b = 2,
and |L| = |M | = 8. The top row of the routing table is row zero. The shaded cell
in each row shows the corresponding digit of the present node’s id. The node ids in
each entry have been split to show the 〈common prefix〉- 〈next digit〉-〈rest of ID〉.
with the key that is at least one digit (or b bits) longer than the prefix shared with
the current node’s id. If no such node exists, the message is forwarded to a node with
shared prefix of equal length to the current node, but with id numerically closer to the
key. Therefore, at each routing step, the message moves to nodes numerically closer
to the key. To support this routing scheme, each node maintains a routing table,
neighborhood set, and leaf set, which are described in the following paragraphs.
3.2.1 Routing Table
A Pastry routing table is organized into ⌈log2b N⌉ rows, where N is the identifier
space size. Each row contains 2b− 1 entries, where the entries at row i of the routing
table refer to a node that shares a prefix of i digits with the current node, but whose
(i + 1)-th digit has one of the 2b − 1 possible values other than the (i + 1)-th digit
of the current node. The entry in the j-th column of row i has the value j in the
(i+ 1)-th digit. In the event that no such node fits within the constraints of a given
routing table entry, the entry is left empty. An example routing table is shown in
Figure 5.
As you progress down the rows of the routing table, the entries cover smaller
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Figure 6: Distribution of Pastry routing table entries in the id space for the hy-
pothetical node 121 with b = 2 and N = 23b. The highlighted region denotes the
segment within which the node 121 lies.
segments of the id space. As a result, each node maintains fine-grained routing infor-
mation about the segments nearest it in the id space and coarse-grained information
about those segments far away. We depict this graphically in Figure 6.
Note that there could be multiple candidates to occupy a particular entry in the
routing table. Rather than randomly selecting one of the candidates, the node that
is selected is the “closest” to the present node, in terms of some network proximity
metric. By building the routing table in this fashion, Pastry is able to minimize a
physical network locality constraint in addition to the number of routing hops in the
overlay.
3.2.2 Neighborhood Set
To facilitate the construction of the routing table, specifically to find the closest
nodes according to the proximity metric, each node maintains its neighborhood set
M , which contains its closest neighboring nodes. This set is useful for joining nodes
that need to construct their routing table and also for maintaining the routing table
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in the event of node joins, leaves, or failures. A sample neighborhood set is shown
in Figure 5. Note that the ids of the nodes in node n’s neighborhood set do not
necessarily share any common prefix with n; instead, they are “close” to n in the
underlying network.
3.2.3 Leaf Set
To aid when an appropriate routing table entry cannot be found, each node maintains
a leaf set L that consists of the |L|
2
nodes with numerically closest ids larger than the
current node’s id and the |L|
2
nodes with numerically closest smaller ids. The leaf set
and neighborhood set are usually equal in size and have typical sizes of 2b or 2× 2b.
A sample leaf set is shown in Figure 5. Note that the ids of the nodes in node n’s
leaf set do share a prefix with n, but they are not necessarily “close” to n in the
underlying network.
3.2.4 Routing
When routing a message, the node first determines if the key falls within the range
of ids covered by its leaf set. If so, the message can be forwarded directly to the
destination node.
If the key is not in the leaf set, then the routing table is used. The length l of
the shared prefix between the current node’s id and the key is computed. If there
exists a non-empty entry that shares l+1 or more digits with the key, the message is
forwarded using that entry. If the entry is empty, the message is forwarded to a node
in its leaf set, neighborhood set, or routing table with shared prefix of at least l that
is numerically closer to the key than the current node.
This routing procedure always converges because each step takes the message to
a node that either (1) shares a longer prefix with the key than the current node, or
(2) shares the same prefix with the key as the current node, but is numerically closer
to the key. It can be shown that the expected number of routing hops is O(log n),
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Figure 7: The relationship between id space proximity and network proximity in
Pastry routes. The route from N65A15C to KD46A1C (b = 4) is shown in the id
space (left) and the network proximity space (right). Node ids are shown with the
matched prefix underlined.
where n is the number of nodes in the DHT.
As mentioned, Pastry routing attempts to minimize the routing hops in the over-
lay while minimizing network proximity by selecting routing table entries that are
“closest” in terms of the proximity metric. With these somewhat conflicting goals,
Pastry routes exhibit the behavior depicted in Figure 7. The first hops of a Pastry
route are very efficient; a long distance is traveled in the id space without moving
far from the source in the proximity space. However, as the route approaches the
destination, this efficiency is lost. The necessity for convergence in the id space hin-
ders the effectiveness of Pastry’s locality awareness and hops become longer in the
network proximity space.
3.3 Distributed Hash Tables with Tree-Based Routing
Distributed hash tables are often referenced by their geometry, i.e., ring (Chord [39]),
torus (CAN [31]), tree (Plaxton [29]), or some hybrid (Pastry [32], Tapestry [43]).
This geometry impacts neighbor and route selection, which, in turn, has an impact
on flexibility, resilience, and proximity performance as studied in [17]. Although we
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use the term “tree-based routing”, we are not referring to the geometry, but the
routing algorithm. Tree-based routing algorithms have specific properties that will
be defined herein, but we begin with an example of the commonalities between Chord
and Pastry routing, two tree-based routing algorithms, to provide the reader some
intuition.
3.3.1 Routing Similarities of Chord and Pastry
When the parameter b = 1, Pastry is very similar to Chord. To reveal the similarity
in their routing tables, Pastry routing table entries must be constrained in a manner
similar to what is described in [7]. The constraint that we apply supersedes the phys-
ical network locality constraint that is used to choose routing table entries. Instead,
we place a constraint on the suffix of each routing table entry. The suffix of an entry
in the i-th row of the routing table consists of the L− (i+ 1) least significant digits,
where L = log2b N and N is the id space size. The constraint requires that the suffix
of each entry match the suffix of the current node.
Since Chord fingers are constructed by adding powers of two rather than manip-
ulating id prefixes as in Pastry, the entries in the finger table of node n will not
necessarily have a prefix identical to n’s id. If the (L− i)-th bit of n’s id is zero where
L is the id length, then i-th finger will be similar to an entry in the Pastry routing
table. However, if the (L − i)-th bit is 1, the prefix changes to reflect the carryover
of adding. These differences are shown graphically in Figure 8. Note that the right
columns of each table are identical; these entries correspond to the bits in N37’s id
that have the value zero.
The similarities in routing table entries results in a similar routing algorithm. To
be precise, we claim that Chord and Pastry both use a “tree-based” routing scheme.
At each hop in the route, the routing algorithm finds the routing table entry respon-
sible for the contiguous segment of the id space in which the key lies. The message
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Constrained Pastry Routing Table (b = 1)
N100101 (N37)
1N100100 (N36)
N100111 (N39)0
1N100001 (N33)
N101101 (N45)0
N110101 (N53)0
1N000101 (N5)
Chord Finger Table
N100101 (N37)
1N100110 (N38)
N100111 (N39)0
1N101001 (N41)
N101101 (N45)0
N110101 (N53)0
1N000101 (N5)
Figure 8: Comparison of Chord finger tables and Pastry routing tables. Ids are
shown in binary and decimal (in parenthesis). The Chord finger table has been
reorganized for ease of comparison. The Pastry routing table entries are constrained
such that each entry’s suffix matches that of the current node. Entries that differ are
shown in italics.
is forwarded to that entry and the process is repeated until the key is reached. If we
aggregate the routes from any source node to every possible destination, the resulting
topology is a tree. We show the id space segmentation for both Chord and Pastry in
Figure 9. Although Chord has a ring-based geometry and Pastry has a hybrid ring-
and tree-based geometry, both DHTs have a tree-based routing algorithm. We will
discuss tree-based routing in detail and formally prove its properties in Chapter 5.
The subtle difference between Chord and Pastry routing is in the routing table
construction, which leads to the differing geometries. Both keep several routing table
entries to route to ids nearby and few entries to route to ids far away in the id space.
However, Chord nodes maintain fine-grained routing information about those nodes
closest to it in the id space in the clockwise (increasing id) direction. Therefore, as
we iterate down the finger table, each finger table entry is responsible for a larger
segment of the id space.
To the contrary, Pastry is able to route in either direction in the id space and
each node maintains fine-grained routing information about those nodes with which
it shares the longest prefix. As we iterate down a Pastry routing table, the shared
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Figure 9: Comparison of tree-based routing in Chord (top) and Pastry (bottom).
prefix length increases and each entry is responsible for a smaller segment of the id
space. DHTs with prefix-matching schemes [29, 32, 43] exhibit similar behavior.
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CHAPTER IV
REPLICA PLACEMENT FOR ROUTING ROBUSTNESS
IN CHORD
Structured peer-to-peer networks provide the benefits of efficiency, scalability, re-
silience, and self-organization when building distributed applications. These systems
achieve efficiency by utilizing their structure to reduce redundant operations. The
structure brings added responsibility for each node participating in the system. For
instance, Chord [39] and other distributed hash table (DHT) implementations de-
pend on each node to efficiently route lookups. Therefore, each node has the power
to route and misroute lookups. Malicious routing is not the only vulnerability; ad-
versaries may act upon several attack vectors. Before DHTs can be applied as real
world solutions to problems where dependability is paramount, like the domain name
system and voice over IP systems, these vulnerabilities must be addressed.
In this chapter, we consider two threats to DHTs: malicious routing and storage
and retrieval attacks. In a storage and retrieval attack, an adversary may seize control
of a key or a set of keys by selecting an appropriate node id. Then, the adversary
may deny access to those keys. Replication is commonly used to mitigate this threat
while multipath routing addresses routing attacks. Our solution integrates these two
approaches into a replica placement scheme for Chord that can be tuned to produce
a desired number of disjoint routes.
4.1 Background
Sit and Morris [36] identify the major threats to structured peer-to-peer systems to
be:
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1. Routing attacks, in which a malicious node may misroute lookups or attempt
to corrupt routing tables;
2. Storage and retrieval attacks, in which a malicious node may claim that a key
it serves does not exist; and
3. Miscellaneous attacks, in which a malicious node may act arbitrarily to tamper
with the correct operation of the system. These attacks include Sybil and
Eclipse attacks [12, 35] as well as denial of service (DoS) attacks [14, 38].
Our solution mitigates the first two threat types. As suggested in [37], routing attacks
can be mitigated with alternative lookup paths. To this end, they propose the notion
of independent lookup paths. Two routes are said to be independent if they share
no common node other than the source and destination nodes. Independent routes
help improve routing robustness, but do not address storage and retrieval attacks
because the routes share a common destination node. An adversary can compromise
the destination and all the multipath effort is for naught. Instead, we suggest an
approach that creates disjoint routes, which we define to be routes that share no
common node other than the source. This is a more robust notion of alternative
paths.
We build our solution as a replica placement scheme because replication is very
effective in mitigating the effects of storage and retrieval [36]. The novelty stems from
the intuition that the placement of replicas can help defend against routing attacks
by creating route diversity. Furthermore, a replica placement can be deployed as a
middleware without significant modification to the underlying peer-to-peer system.
For disjoint routes to improve the robustness of our system, we require that the
keys stored in the system be self-verifying; that is, we assume that a key’s integrity can
be verified by the client. This is necessary to detect when a node returns a corrupted
object. For types of data where self-verification is not natural, we can generate key
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ids by hashing the object as in [11]. The client can verify the object’s integrity by
comparing its hash with the key id. Castro et al. [7] discuss self-verifying data as well
as a method for managing mutable self-verifying data.
Under these assumptions, our system can tolerate attacks by up to d−1 malicious
nodes acting arbitrarily, where d is the number of disjoint routes. We also prove,
under the same assumptions, that the approach can tolerate a run of contiguous
nodes controlled by an adversary covering more than one-quarter of the identifier
space. To our knowledge, this is the first approach to peer-to-peer routing for which
properties such as these have been formally proven.
4.2 Equally-Spaced Replication
In this section, we discuss a replica placement scheme that produces disjoint routes
for each replica set. The simplest method for generating disjoint routes is to ensure
that the routes are contained within non-overlapping segments of the ring; this is the
premise of our work.
As successor list (neighbor set) replication is implemented in Chord [39], keys are
replicated in a chain of nodes starting at the key’s home node. To access a correct
replica, the lookup begins at the first node in the chain and iterates down the chain
until a correct replica is found. It is clear that the routes to each of the replicas differ
only in the final hop. An adversary could very easily deny access to the entire replica
set by controlling a single node in the overlapping portion of the routes.
In our approach, we place replicas at equally-spaced locations over the entire
Chord id space. Rather than using the same route for each replica, we initiate separate
lookups for each object in the replica set. Our placement scheme generates disjoint
routes, which improves routing robustness.
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4.2.1 Evaluation of Disjoint Routes
The proposed solution is simple: replicas are assigned equally spaced ids starting at
the master key id and proceeding in a wrap-around fashion over the entire id space.
For example, consider a Chord ring of size 256 with a replication degree of 4. The four
replicas of key 71 will be assigned ids 71, 135, 199, and 7. Note that the replicas are
equally spaced; that is, the difference between consecutive replica ids is equal to the
total id space size divided by the replication degree (e.g., 135 − 71 = 64 = 256
4
). We
claim that this replication scheme produces a predictable number of disjoint routes.
To prove this claim, we first show that routes originating from a common query node
that differ in the first hop must be disjoint.
Lemma 1. Chord routes originating from a common query node that differ in the
first hop are disjoint.
Proof. Consider a query node q and two routes originating at q destined for keys
k1 and k2
1. Suppose that the first hops of the routes to these keys are q + 2i and
q + 2j, respectively, where i 6= j. According to the definition of the Chord protocol,
k1 ∈ [q + 2
i, q + 2i+1) and k2 ∈ [q + 2
j, q + 2j+1). Furthermore, each hop of these
routes must reside in their respective intervals. Therefore, the routes from q to k1
and k2 are disjoint.
This lemma, though straightforward, provides insight into the premise behind our
solution. To produce disjoint routes from a common source, the first hops in each
route must be different. The first hop in a route is determined by the distance between
the source and destination nodes. Therefore, if we place replicas at carefully chosen
locations, we can produce disjoint routes.
We prove our claim within the context of a full Chord ring. We define a full Chord
ring to be a Chord ring wherein all possible ids are represented. In other words, for
1All ids are ordered on an id circle modulo n.
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any key k, k will be located at the node with id k.
Theorem 1. To produce d disjoint routes to a key k from any query node in a full
Chord ring of size n with equally-spaced replicas (d ≤ log2 n+1), k must be replicated
at exactly 2d−1 locations in a wrap-around fashion starting at k.
Proof. (by induction) In a full Chord ring of size n with d = 2, k is replicated at
nodes k and k + n
2
. Consider a query node q. Let k1 be the replica in the interval[
q, q + n
2
)
and k2 be in the interval
[
q + n
2
, q
)
. (Since k1 and k2 are equally spaced in
the ring, they must reside on different halves of the ring.) The first hop of the route
from q to k1 must be in
[
q, q + n
2
)
and the first hop of the route from q to k2 must be
q + n
2
. Applying Lemma 1, the routes from q to k1 and k2 are disjoint.
Assume 2d−1 equally-spaced replicas produce d disjoint routes to k. Let I be the
largest interval [q, q + 2i) that contains exactly one replica of k. Since the replicas
are equally spaced and d < log2 n + 1 (i.e. there are fewer replicas than nodes in
the system), the interval I exists. Increasing the replication degree to 2d doubles the
replica density in the id space and guarantees that there are two replicas in I. Since
the 2d−1 replicas that formed d disjoint routes are a subset of the new set of 2d replicas,
it is enough to show that the two replicas in I produce disjoint routes. Let k1 and k2
be the ids of these two replicas such that k1 ∈ [q, q + 2
i−1) and k2 ∈ [q + 2
i−1, q + 2i).
The first hop to k1 is in [q, q + 2
i−1) and the first hop to k2 is q + 2
i−1. Applying
Lemma 1, the routes to k1 and k2 are disjoint.
Although these claims are proven for a full Chord ring, we will demonstrate,
through extensive simulation, that these concepts can be applied to sparsely popu-
lated Chord rings with similar performance.
4.2.2 Toleration of Runs
In this section, we introduce the concept of a run, the way in which a run can be
used to disrupt the system, and the degree to which equally-spaced replication can
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tolerate runs. We define a run of length l to be a contiguous set of l nodes from the
Chord ring. Equivalently, the run of length l starting at node m is denoted in set
notation by [m,m+ l).
As indicated in [39], an adversary can create imbalance in the distribution of nodes
in the ring by appropriately selecting ids. In the worst case, an adversary can take
control of a contiguous sequence of ids or, using our terminology, a run of nodes.
We will show that equally-spaced replication can tolerate adversarial runs with
bounded length. Before proving the tolerable length of a run, we provide some in-
tuition of how a run may be used to disrupt routing in the ring. Consider a query
node q. An adversary can reduce the number of replicas reachable from q by half by
controlling the node q + n
2
. This is because all of the replicas in interval [q + n
2
, q)
are routed through the node q + n
2
(half of the replicas are in this interval). If the
adversary controls a run of nodes ending at q + n
2
, he can control a larger number of
replicas.
Theorem 2. A full Chord ring of size n with 2d−1 (d > 2) equally-spaced replicas can
tolerate any adversarial run of length 1 + n(1
2
− 1
2d−1
).
Proof. (by induction) Consider a query node q. For d = 3, there exists a replica
k ∈
[
q, q + n
4
)
. (There are four replicas; one must reside in the first quadrant of the
ring starting at q.) If we assume that the adversary has control of the node q + n
2
(which is the worst case), then we must ensure that k is not in the run. Thus, the
maximum length run is [q + n
4
, q + n
2
+ 1), which has length n
4
+ 1 or 1 + n(1
2
− 1
22
).
Assume that the longest tolerable run in a full Chord ring with 2d−1 equally-
spaced replicas has length 1 + n(1
2
− 1
2d−1
). Consider a query node q. If we assume
that the adversary takes control of the node q + n
2
, then he does not control any
nodes in the interval [q, q + n
2d−1
). There must exist at least one replica k in this
interval. If we double the replication degree to 2d, then there are two replicas in this
interval separated by n
2d
. Thus, the length of the tolerable run increases by n
2d
to
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1 + n(1
2
− 1
2d
).
Note that with four equally spaced replicas, an adversary may control of a run of
more than a quarter of the nodes in the Chord ring and there will be a route to one
replica for every possible query. As the replication degree approaches the id space
size, the maximum tolerable length approaches one-half the id space.
4.2.3 Replication Degree Flexibility
Thus far, our discussion has assumed a fixed replication degree for every key inserted
into the ring. However, it is oftentimes the case that certain objects inserted into the
system are more critical than others. It would be desirable to replicate these objects
to a higher degree and maintain the benefits of equally-spaced replication.
The assumption of a fixed system-wide replication degree is helpful because it
allows any node to compute the locations of all replicas for a given key. However, this
is not a necessary condition. For example, suppose we have a Chord ring wherein
the most critical objects should be stored at 16 equally-spaced locations throughout
the ring. We can replicate objects that are less critical at 8, 4, or 2 locations in the
ring. Since the replicas are equally-spaced, we can guarantee that the actual replica
locations will be a subset of the 16 possible locations regardless of the key’s actual
replication degree. The side effect of this approach is that some replica requests may
result in a “object not found” response. However, this added cost comes in lieu of the
much larger cost of maintaining the replication degrees of all objects at each node.
4.2.4 Implementation
To uniquely identify each replica, we use a key id pair (k, v), where k is the key id
and v is virtual key id. For each replica, v gives the location of the master key. By
definition, the master key k is denoted by the pair (k, k).
When a key k is inserted into a Chord ring of size n with replication degree d, we
first compute the key id pairs for each replica: (k, k), (k + n
d
, k), (k + 2n
d
, k), . . . (k +
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(d−1)n
d
, k). For example, consider a Chord ring of size 256 with replication degree 4.
When the key 71 is inserted, we compute (71, 71), (135, 71), (199, 71), and (7, 71).
Once the key id pair for each replica is computed, we use the traditional Chord
key insertion mechanism to insert the replicas. That is, we perform a lookup for each
key id and store the replica at those locations. In the example above, we lookup keys
71, 135, 199, and 7 and store the replicas at their respective locations.
Next, the Chord lookup primitive must be modified to accommodate the new
replication scheme. When a node is queried for a key, the query node must first
compute the locations of all replicas (using the known ring size and replication degree).
The key id is used to route to the replicas. Once a replica’s home node is found, the
key id pairs are compared to return the appropriate replica.
It is worth noting that no additional finger table entries are required to route
to the replicas. In addition, if the query node dispatches the lookups for the entire
replica set simultaneously, there may be an improvement in performance because the
query node can use the first correct response received (which may have returned along
a route shorter than the route to the master key). However, if the added load of the
extra lookups puts strain on the system, the performance may improve only slightly
or even degrade.
Finally, when nodes join or leave the ring, traditional Chord node join and leave
mechanisms can be used by simply ignoring the virtual peer ids in each key id pair.
Note that the traditional Chord replica placement requires modification to the node
join and leave mechanisms. To maintain the replication degree, replicas will need to
be shifted for every node join or leave.
4.3 Experiments
To confirm our theoretical results, simulations were performed to measure the aver-
age number of disjoint routes per replica set. To evaluate the performance of our
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Table 1: Chord simulation parameters.
Symbol Parameter
N Identifier Space Size
n Number of Nodes
C Number of Clusters
σ Cluster Width (standard deviation)
r Replication Degree
replication scheme in the presence of an adversary, the probability of routing success
per query was measured. In the following subsections, we outline the experimental
setup and discuss the results.
4.3.1 Experimental Setup
A simulator was designed to model Chord rings at message-level detail; that is, the
simulator computes routes from any query node to any key using finger tables. The
simulator was used to measure the performance of replication schemes over uniform
and clustered node distributions. To simulate a system with little or no malicious
activity, a uniform distribution was used to assign node ids.
One potential attack on equally-spaced replication is to cluster the node ids, leav-
ing unpopulated gaps in the id space. With consistent hashing and this distribution
of ids, it is possible that two or more replicas may be managed by a single node, which
eliminates one or more possible disjoint routes. We model clustering by selecting an
id for the cluster mean and randomly sampling node ids from a Gaussian distribution
centered at the cluster mean. In addition to varying the number of clusters, we can
vary the size of overlap by tuning the variances of the distributions. The simulation
parameters are summarized in Table 1.
Finally, we compare the performance of equally-spaced replication to other place-
ment schemes. Namely, we consider the random placement of replicas, a variant of
the replication scheme used in Chord [39], and a simple spaced replication scheme.
We implement the same placement used in Chord; that is, we place replicas at the
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chain of nodes starting at the key’s home node. However, rather than using a single
lookup to reach all replicas, we perform independent lookups for each replica, which
may slightly increase the number of disjoint routes.
For the spaced replication scheme, we introduce a parameter s that can be used
to indicate the spacing between replica ids in the chain. Replicas of the key k are
placed the locations k, k + s, k + 2s, ..k + (r − 1)s, where r is the replication degree.
Unlike the Chord replication variant, spaced replication may result in replicas being
collocated for small spacings. Note that when s = N
r
, this scheme is equivalent to the
equally-spaced scheme.
To manage our variant of Chord replication and the random placement scheme, we
maintain a mapping of each key to its replica locations. More sophisticated techniques
are necessary to efficiently manage the mapping. For example, we may use multiple
hash functions to generate a pseudo-random placement. Chord avoids this complexity
by using a single route for all replicas. Equally-spaced replication is much simpler;
replica locations can be computed directly from the key identifier.
In each experiment, we consider 10 random node distributions. For each distri-
bution, 25 keys are selected at random and routes are computed from every node in
the ring to each replica set. Each data point represents the average over a total of
the 250 trials.
4.3.2 Measurement of Disjoint Routes
The first series of experiments conducted measures the performance of each replication
scheme with a uniformly populated Chord ring. A Chord ring with N = 8192 was
modeled with a 6.25% load (or n = 512). The average number of disjoint routes
per key is shown in Figure 10. The 95% confidence intervals were computed to be
less than 0.01 routes for the experiments conducted. Therefore, these results are
representative of the relative performance of the schemes tested.
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Figure 10: Disjoint routes for uniformly distributed nodes in Chord (N = 8192, n =
512).
The series marked “Full” reflects the number of disjoint routes expected for a full
Chord ring (d for 2d−1 replicas). It is clear that equally-spaced replication approx-
imates this curve and outperforms all other replication schemes. Of the replication
schemes tested, the Chord replication variant performs worst in terms of the average
number of disjoint routes. Unlike other placement schemes, increasing the replication
degree does not significantly affect the likelihood of route overlap.
The remaining series show the increase in performance in using spaced replication
with spacings of 64, 128, and 512 between replica ids. The number of disjoint routes
increases linearly with the number of replicas up to N
s
replicas, where s is the spacing.
At this point, the optimal number of replicas (as determined by equally spacing) is
reached and no additional disjoint routes can be generated. Once the replication
degree surpasses this optimal value, the replicas begin to wrap-around and overlap
so that no new disjoint routes are created. This implies that to achieve the best
performance, the spacing between replicas should vary with the replication degree,
which is precisely what the equally-spaced replication scheme does.
A random replication scheme performs well compared to other methods and is
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Figure 11: Worst-case performance of equally-spaced and random replica placement.
The minimum number of disjoint routes created over all lookups is shown (N =
8192, n = 512).
only about 10% worse than equally-spaced replication. However, equally-spaced and
random replication do not share comparable performance in the worst case. We
measured the minimum number of disjoint routes created for every replica set in our
experiments. These results are shown in Figure 11.
In the worst case, equally-spaced replica placement creates no fewer than one route
less than the theoretically expected value. To the contrary, random replica placement
creates 40-70% fewer disjoint routes in the worst case. Keys for which the random
replica placement is poor are vulnerable to attack. To ensure that this behavior was
not an isolated occurrence, we studied the distribution of disjoint routes created for
the two placements. The cumulative distribution of disjoint routes created for the
equally-spaced and random placement of 16 replicas are shown in Figure 12.
We expect 5 disjoint routes with 16 equally-spaced replicas. With equally-spaced
placement, every replica set created at least 5 disjoint routes. In the case of random
placement, 55% of replica sets produced 4 or fewer disjoint routes. In other words, the
level of dependability is significantly lower than average for over half of the objects
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Figure 12: Cumulative distribution of disjoint routes created for the equally-spaced
and random placements (N = 8192, n = 512, r = 16).
in the system. Equally-spaced replica placement creates disjoint routes with less
variability, which provides consistent dependability across all objects.
To measure equally-spaced replication performance in sparsely populated Chord
rings, N was fixed and n was varied. The results are depicted in Figure 13. For these
experiments, N was fixed at 1048576 (a 20-bit id space). n is shown on a logarithmic
scale to better reflect the rate of convergence. Equally-spaced replication converges
to the expected full Chord ring results for n > 1000 or about a 0.1% load. These
results scale well with network size; to achieve a near-theoretical number of disjoint
routes for a 32-bit id space, the required load is less than 0.1%. Clearly, equally-
spaced replication can achieve near-ideal performance for very sparsely populated
Chord rings.
There does seem to be one anomaly in the convergence of the number of disjoint
routes; that is, the number of disjoint routes increases above the theoretical value
before converging. This is because a small fraction of the replica sets produces one
additional disjoint route. This additional disjoint route comes from the replica which
precedes the query node in the ring. Typically, when the ring is moderately populated,
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Figure 13: Disjoint routes with increasing uniform load in Chord for r = 2, 4, 8,
16, and 32 (N = 220).
this replica will be managed by a node that precedes the query node. However, in
a sparsely populated ring, this replica may be managed by the query node itself.
We count this zero-hop route as an additional route although no routing is actually
performed. However, clearly, this replica can be used to satisfy the lookup and should
be considered to improve routing robustness.
4.3.3 Resilience to Node Clustering
To model the population distribution that may result from the collusion of several
malicious nodes, a series of experiments were run on clustered rings. To model a
clustered distribution, four node ids were randomly selected as cluster means such
that the clusters are non-overlapping and unpopulated gaps exist in the id space.
The cluster density was tuned using the standard deviation of the the Gaussian
distribution centered around each cluster mean. The number of disjoint routes created
for σ = 100 and σ = 200 are shown in Figures 14 and 15, respectively.
Clustering can marginally reduce the number of disjoint routes created on average.
The impact of clustering is intensified with tighter clusters (i.e., decreasing σ) because
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Figure 14: Disjoint routes for tightly clustered nodes in Chord (N = 8192, n =
512, σ = 100).
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Figure 15: Disjoint routes for loosely clustered nodes in Chord (N = 8192, n =
512, σ = 200).
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Figure 16: Percent decrease in disjoint routes from uniformly distributed nodes to
a clustered distribution in Chord (N = 8192, n = 512, C = 4, σ = 200).
replicas are not placed at equally-spaced locations in the ring. Although the replica
ids are equally spaced, the replicas themselves are confined to the clusters. One
or more of the equally-spaced ids may lay in the unpopulated gaps between clusters.
These replicas get “pushed” to next cluster in the ring, possibly eliminating a disjoint
route.
Nevertheless, clustering does not affect the relative performance of the schemes
tested. To determine which schemes are most resistant to clustering, we computed
the percentage decrease in the number of disjoint routes from uniformly distributed
nodes to a loosely clustered (σ = 200) distribution (Figure 16).
For a small number of replicas, equally-spaced replication is resistant to the effects
of clustering. To have a noticeable effect, two or more replicas must fall into an
unpopulated gap in the id space so they are collocated. In the case of equally-spaced
replication, the inter-replica spacing must be smaller than the largest gap size. In
Figure 16, there is a significant deviation for equally-spaced replication when the
replication degree reaches eight. For eight replicas, the inter-replica spacing is 1024
for N = 8192. Using two standard deviations to capture 95% of the nodes within
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each cluster, we can estimate the gap size to about 1200 for σ = 200, which is greater
than the spacing. This correlates well with the data; the error does not significantly
increase until a replication degree of eight is reached. Therefore, for a small number
of replicas, where the inter-replica spacing is large compared to the gap size, equally-
spaced replication can resist the clustering of nodes in the id space.
When the number of replicas increase, equally-spaced replication is less resistant
to clustering because more replicas fall into unpopulated gaps in the ring. However,
at higher replication degrees, equally-spaced replication produces a relatively large
number of disjoint routes and the 7-9% reduction in the number of routes can be
tolerated.
Of the schemes tested, the Chord variant seems to react the best to clustering. In
fact, there is a slight improvement in its performance when the number of replicas is
small. In this case, the chain of replicas may span an unpopulated gap in the id space
and replicas will be located in two clusters, which will likely produce an additional
disjoint route. The performance of a few replicas spanning an unpopulated gap in
the id space is similar to that of a chain of many replicas. This is why the benefit
decreases and disappears as the replication degree increases.
4.3.4 Impact of Replica Placement on Routing Robustness
As discussed, an adversary may use a run of nodes to create imbalance or disrupt
the system otherwise. We measure the probability of routing success per query by
determining the proportion of nodes for which a correct replica can be found along a
route that contains only uncompromised nodes. In other words, if a route traverses
a compromised node, we assume the route fails. The results are shown in Figure 17.
Clearly, equally-spaced and random replication outperform the other replica place-
ment schemes tested. As the theory indicates, equally-spaced replication tolerates
compromised runs of length less than one-half of the id space well, even with a small
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Figure 17: Probability of routing success in Chord with compromised runs (N =
220, n = 1024, r = 4).
replication degree (four replicas).
Furthermore, we investigated the possibility that an adversary may compromise
a random subset of the nodes in the system. The results, shown in Figure 18, are
astounding; when the adversary controls 25% of all nodes in the system, equally-
spaced replication produces routes with no compromised nodes 98% of the time.
Under the same level of attack, the Chord variant and spaced replication schemes
successfully route only 25-60% of queries.
With only four equally-spaced replicas, we expect three disjoint routes. This
implies that an adversary could prevent the success of a given query by compromising
only three nodes. However, with far more nodes than that compromised in runs or
randomly, almost all queries are resolved successfully. This result is extraordinary
and confirms that route diversity does indeed improve routing robustness.
4.4 Summary and Discussion
To our knowledge, no significant work has been done to mitigate the effects of ma-
licious routers in structured peer-to-peer systems using replica placement. We have
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Figure 18: Probability of routing success in Chord with randomly compromised
nodes (N = 220, n = 1024, r = 4).
shown that an equally-spaced replica placement scheme can improve routing robust-
ness in Chord. To produce d disjoint routes per replica set using this scheme, each
key must be replicated 2d−1 times. The solution requires minimal modification to the
traditional Chord implementation and produces desirable results, even for sparsely
populated rings. Our experiments have shown that equally-spaced replication can be
used to successfully route 98% of queries in a ring that is 25% compromised.
A random replication scheme performs nearly as well as equally-spaced replication
on average; however, the worst-case performance is significantly worse than equally-
spaced placement. If an adversary is able to isolate them, these worst cases become an
ideal target for attack because they are less fault tolerant. To the contrary, equally-
spaced placement is consistently fault tolerant across all possible objects.
Equally-spaced replication is sufficient for improving routing robustness in Chord;
however, we will show in Chapter 5 that there is a more general solution that can be
applied to any distributed hash table that uses a tree-based routing scheme.
In this chapter, we have left some flexibility in the order and timing that replicas
are queried. They may be queried in parallel, sequentially, or some combination of the
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two. At first glance, the dispatch of all queries in parallel might seem optimal since
the correct replica with the shortest route will be returned first. However, dispatching
all of the lookups in parallel may put excessive load on the system thereby degrading
overall performance. We consider this behavior briefly in Chapter 5. Furthermore, we
will show in Chapter 6 that there can be economic benefits associated with querying
replicas sequentially in order of decreasing cost.
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CHAPTER V
REPLICA PLACEMENT IN TREE-BASED ROUTING
DISTRIBUTED HASH TABLES
In this chapter, we expand the benefits of equally-spaced replica placement to a
broader class of DHTs. We consider a class of DHTs that route messages using a
scheme we call tree-based routing. We show that there exists a replica placement,
which we call MaxDisjoint, that creates disjoint routes in DHTs of this type. We
prescribe the number and placement of replicas necessary to produce d disjoint routes
from any source node to the replica set. With this scheme, we are able to tolerate
d− 1 malicious peers, whether they are acting to attack the storage and retrieval of
data items or the routing infrastructure.
Using Pastry as an example, we evaluate MaxDisjoint through simulation and
show that a DHT with typical configuration parameters can benefit from our replica
placement. Our experiments show that with only eight replicas and a quarter of nodes
compromised at random, a node can find a route, which consists of only uncompro-
mised nodes, to a correct replica with greater than 97% probability. MaxDisjoint
also tolerates runs of compromised nodes; with 16 replicas and 85% of the DHT
compromised in a run, lookups can be resolved with greater than 96% probability.
Furthermore, we use a technique we call neighbor set routing to increase route diver-
sity and improve the probability of lookup success. For example, a lookup performed
with neighbor set routing and MaxDisjoint placement can be resolved successfully
with greater than 97% probability with 40% of nodes compromised at random. Fi-
nally, we demonstrate that the strategy used to query replicas can have a significant
impact on performance and we propose a hybrid query strategy that can be used to
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trade off response time and system load for the best performance.
5.1 Distributed Hash Tables with Tree-Based Routing
Distributed hash tables are often referenced by their geometry, i.e., ring (Chord [39]),
torus (CAN [31]), tree (Plaxton [29]), or some hybrid (Pastry [32], Tapestry [43]).
The geometry impacts neighbor and route selection, which can have an impact on
flexibility, resilience, and proximity performance as studied in [17]. Although we
use the term “tree-based routing”, we are not referring to the geometry, but the
routing algorithm. Tree-based routing algorithms have specific properties that we
define herein.
5.1.1 Tree-Based Routing DHTs
Consider a distributed hash table (DHT) with an ordered id space I with size N = |I|
and a branching factor B such that logB N is integral. The branching factor is used
by each node to construct its routing table. The routing table of a node n has the
following properties:
1. The node n partitions the entire id space into contiguous segments and selects
one node from each id segment to include in its routing table. The partitioning
is performed as follows:
(a) The node n partitions the id space into B equal size contiguous parts.
(b) Of the B id segments, n selects the id segment I ′ of which it is a member.
(c) Steps 1a and 1b are repeated to re-partition I ′ until we have created parts
of size one. The part that consists of the node n is discarded (there is no
need for n to maintain a routing table entry to itself).
(d) At the end of the partitioning process, n will have created (B − 1) logB N
contiguous parts of the id space, B − 1 each of sizes N
B
, N
B2
, · · · , N
B(logB N)−1
,
and 1.
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2. For each part P , n selects a node p ∈ P that covers P and places it in its routing
table. A node is said to cover a part P if its routing table contains k > 1 entries
that cover the non-empty parts P1, P2, · · · , Pk and P = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ · · · ∪ Pk.
By definition a node n is said to cover the part consisting of its id. This
definition, combined with partitioning of P into non-empty parts, ensures that
the recursive definition of coverage terminates.
The partitioning and routing table construction is shown graphically in Figure 19.
Note that tree-based routing DHT implementations differ in the manner in which
Property 2 is satisfied. For example, in Chord [39], since routing is performed in the
clockwise direction, the most counterclockwise node in each part must be selected
because it is the only node that covers the entire id segment. In prefix-matching
routing DHTs, all of the nodes within a part share a common prefix and cover the
entire id segment; therefore, any node within the part may be chosen as a routing
table entry. This explains the flexibility in choosing routing table entries in DHTs
like Pastry [32] and Tapestry [43].
Routing is performed by forwarding the message destined for id the d to the
entry that covers the id segment that contains d. We define a DHT constructed
in this manner to be a tree-based routing DHT. If the paths from any source node
to all possible destinations are aggregated, the resulting topology is a tree, which is
how tree-based routing gets its name. Note that many popular DHT implementations
[26, 29, 32, 39, 43] exhibit these properties and, therefore, employ a tree-based routing
scheme. These DHTs have a number of useful properties, which we prove below.
First, tree-based routing DHTs are deterministic; that is, given a message destined
for a node d, each node has one and only one routing table entry through which the
message can be forwarded to d.
Lemma 2. (Determinism) For the routing table of any node in a tree-based routing
DHT, if the entries e1 and e2 cover id segments I1 and I2, respectively, then I1∩I2 = ∅.
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Proof. This follows naturally from the partitioning of the id space.
Routes in tree-based routing DHTs are guaranteed to converge. This property
holds when the DHT is full1; that is, every possible id is represented by a node.
Lemma 3. (Routing Convergence) Consider the route in a full tree-based routing
DHT from a source node s to a destination d represented as a series of nodes n1 =
s, n2, · · · , nk−1, nk = d such that ni is some entry ej from the routing table of node ni−1
for i > 1. Suppose that n1, n2, n3, · · · , nk cover the id segments I1 = I, I2, I3, · · · , Ik
2.
Then, Ik = {d} ⊂ Ik−1 ⊂ Ik−2 ⊂ · · · ⊂ I2 ⊂ I1.
Proof. Consider the hop from nj to nj+1. Since the node nj covers the id segment Ij,
it must partition Ij into B equal sized id segments. Since nj+1 covers Ij+1, which is
one of the parts of Ij, then Ij+1 ⊂ Ij. Furthermore, since the DHT is full, the node
nk−1 has a part that contains only the destination d.
Furthermore, it is possible to bound the number of hops in every route; we state
this formally below.
Lemma 4. (Bounded Path Length) Any path in a full tree-based routing DHT has at
most logB N hops.
Proof. Since the id segment covered by each hop must be a subset of the id segment
covered by the previous hop, the minimum ratio between the size of id segments
covered by consecutive hops is the branching factor B. Therefore, the longest path
repeatedly divides N by B with each hop until it reaches the destination. This
requires logB N hops.
1Some tree-based routing DHT implementations have to provide an additional mechanism to en-
sure routing convergence when the DHT is not full. Pastry, for example, maintains the neighborhood
and leaf sets for this purpose.
2Any node can cover the entire id space; therefore, we can state that n1 covers I.
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5.1.2 Creating Disjoint Routes with Tree-Based Routing
Determinism and routing convergence provide a natural avenue for creating disjoint
routes. Routing convergence guarantees that once a path enters a segment of the id
space, it will never proceed to a node that is outside of that segment. If two paths
can be created originating in different segments, then the paths are guaranteed to
be disjoint. Furthermore, the determinism property ensures that any two routing
table entries will route to different segments. Therefore, we can create disjoint routes
simply by routing through different routing table entries. This is stated formally in
the following lemma.
Lemma 5. In a full tree-based routing DHT, routes originating at a common source
node with different first hops are disjoint.
Proof. Suppose two routes originating at a common source node n have first hops
e1 and e2, such that e1 and e2 are different routing table entries of n. Using the
determinism property, if e1 and e2 cover id segments I1 and I2, respectively, then
I1 ∩ I2 = ∅.
Consider any hops h1 and h2 in the routes beginning with first hops e1 and e2,
respectively. Suppose hops h1 and h2 cover the id segments I
′
1 and I
′
2, respectively.
Using the routing convergence property, I ′1 ⊂ I1 and I
′
2 ⊂ I2. Since I1 ∩ I2 = ∅,
I ′1 ∩ I
′
2 = ∅ and, therefore, the routes are disjoint.
Each routing table entry can be used as a first hop for every source node; therefore,
we can state the number of disjoint routes that can be created from any source node
by counting routing table entries.
Lemma 6. In a full distributed hash table that employs tree-based routing, there are
d disjoint routes from any source node, where d = (B − 1) logB N .
Proof. Employing Lemma 5, we can create a disjoint route for each of the d routing
table entries by routing to a destination in the segment covered by each entry. We
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cannot create d + 1 or more disjoint routes because two or more routes would share
the first hop and overlap.
The proof for Lemma 6 alludes to choosing multiple destinations to create disjoint
routes. This lends itself naturally to a replica placement. In the following section, we
propose a replica placement that creates disjoint routes, which we callMaxDisjoint.
5.2 The MaxDisjoint Replica Placement
Using Pastry as an example in the following sections, we will demonstrate how the
properties of tree-based routing can be used to construct a replica placement that
creates disjoint routes. We begin with an example placement to provide the reader
with some intuition and then move toward a more formal definition. After defining the
placement, which we call MaxDisjoint, we will evaluate the necessary replication
degree to create a desired number of disjoint routes. Then, we will introduce the
notion of a run and provide an expression for the maximum length run tolerable for a
given replication degree. Next, we will discuss whyMaxDisjoint is a more adaptive
and flexibile solution than equally-spaced replication. Finally, we outline the basic
elements of an implementation of the MaxDisjoint placement.
5.2.1 Intuition Behind MaxDisjoint Placement
To create route diversity in Pastry via replica placement, it is necessary to place
replicas such that a given replica set will use a diverse set of routing table entries for
every possible source node. We use an example to provide the necessary intuition.
Consider a Pastry ring with id space of size 64 and prefix-matching in base-4 digits.
We show the Pastry routing table structure graphically for a hypothetical node 121
in Figure 19.
Suppose we wish to replicate an object with id 101 in this Pastry ring. Node
121 routes to this object through the routing table entry marked “10x” in Figure 19.
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10x 11x 13x
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123
Figure 19: Pastry routing table structure for the hypothetical node 121 (N = 64, b =
2). The highlighted region marks the segment to which node 121 belongs.
Suppose we replicate the object with the id 111 to target the routing table entry
“11x” in the example. This approach creates an additional disjoint route for any
lookups for object 101 originating at node 121. One route is forwarded via the entry
“10x” and the other is forwarded via “11x”. However, consider another source node
221. This node routes to the object 101 and 111 through the same entry marked
“1xx” and, therefore, does not gain an additional disjoint route.
To move toward a more effective approach, consider all the replicas of object 101
that would create an additional disjoint route for node 121. These are: 001, 111, 120,
122, 123, 131, 201, and 301. Note that there are total of nine possible disjoint routes3
(including the route to the object 101), which is the number of routing table entries
for node 121. Of these replicas, there are only three that can create an additional
disjoint route for every possible source node: 001, 201, and 301. These replicas create
disjoint routes by targeting entries in the first row of the routing table. Note that
targeting an entry in the first row of the routing table requires a single replica whose
3There is actually a tenth “zero-hop” path that can be created by placing a replica at 121.
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id differs from that of the master object in the first digit. To target entries deeper in
the routing table, a larger number of replicas are required.
Suppose we wish to create five disjoint routes for all possible source nodes. Four
routes can be created for every possible source node using the three replicas we have
already discussed (001, 201, and 301) in addition to the object 101. To create the
fifth route, we must target an entry deeper in the routing table. In the case of node
121, we may choose the replica 111. As alluded to before, this replica only creates
a disjoint route for those source nodes whose ids start with the prefix “1” because
these are the only nodes with an entry for “11x”. Since there are four possible values
for the prefix (2b = 4), four replicas are required to target this routing table entry:
011, 111, 211, and 311. One of these four replicas will create an additional route for
every possible source node depending on its prefix. The remaining three will be be
routed through previously used routing table entries overlapping a previous route.
This is shown graphically in Figure 20. Five disjoint routes are created for node 121,
one each for the replicas R001 (or R011), R101, R111, R201 (or R211), and R301 (or
R311). In a similar fashion, we can create a sixth disjoint route using the replicas
021, 121, 221, and 321; and a seventh using 031, 131, 231, and 331.
This pattern continues until the entire id space is exhausted. Note that in Pastry
each node partitions the id space using prefixes and, therefore, we place replica by
varying their prefixes. However, in general, we are simply spacing replicas such that
replicas exist in different parts of each node’s partitioning of the id space. In the next
section, we provide an algorithm that generates these replica ids.
5.2.2 Definition of MaxDisjoint Placement
MaxDisjoint assigns each replica an identifier, which is used to determine its place-
ment. The placement algorithm takes as input N , the identifier space size of the
DHT; B, the branching factor; and d, the desired number of disjoint routes. We
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Figure 20: MaxDisjoint placement for object 101 to create five disjoint routes
from query node 121. (N = 64, b = 2)
will prove thatMaxDisjoint creates the desired number of disjoint routes in a later
section.
Algorithm 1 (MaxDisjoint Replica Placement). To create d disjoint routes, repli-
cas are placed in m+1 rounds, where m = ⌊ d−1
B−1
⌋. Each round consists of B−1 steps
except for the final round, which consists of n steps, where n = (d− 1) mod (B − 1).
In the i-th round, Bi−1 replicas are placed at equally spaced locations over the entire
identifier space at each step. In step j of round i, the replica locations are given by:
Ri,j = {ki,j, ki,j + si, ki,j + 2si, . . . , ki,j + (B
i−1 − 1)si} (mod N),
where ki,j = k + j
N
Bi
.
Looking at the example in Figure 20, consider the placement of an object 101 in a
DHT with B = 2b = 4 and N = 64. Suppose we want to create d = 5 disjoint routes.
Then, we perform m + 1 = 2 rounds of the replica placement algorithm and n = 1
step in the final round. The replica locations and the corresponding rounds and steps
of the algorithm are given below:
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Round 1, Step 1: 201
Round 1, Step 2: 301
Round 1, Step 3: 001
Round 2, Step 1: 111, 211, 311, 011
As described in the replica placement algorithm, in each round replicas are placed
starting at the master key and working in the direction of increasing identifiers. The
algorithm is presented as such for its simplicity. However, the steps within each round
can be performed in any order. Each step is functionally equivalent to the others in
its round. Therefore, a real implementation may reorder the steps in each round to
distribute the replicas more uniformly across the identifier space. This will help to
provide load balance and tolerate runs of contiguous failed nodes. For instance, in
the example above, to create two disjoint routes, we need only the master object
(101) and one of the replicas created in round 1 (001, 201, or 301). Any of these
replicas would create the second disjoint route, but choosing replica 301 creates a
more uniformly distributed replica set.
5.2.3 Evaluation of Disjoint Routes
The desired number of disjoint routes d is one of the tunable inputs to the MaxDis-
joint algorithm. Controlling the level of fault tolerance is an important design
parameter and, therefore, d is a very useful input. In this section, we will formally
prove that the algorithm indeed creates d disjoint routes in support of the intuition
provided in earlier sections.
In our analysis, we assume that routing is performed in an identifier space of size
N with branching factor B. All of our analytical results are proved within the context
of a full DHT, but we will show, through experimentation, that these properties hold
even in sparsely populated DHTs.
Our principle goal is to prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 3. The MaxDisjoint Algorithm produces d ≤ (B − 1) logB N disjoint
routes from any query node to a key k in a full tree-based routing DHT.
Proof. Every set Ri,j is a unique set of B
i−1 replicas equally-spaced over the entire id
space, which implies an inter-replica spacing of N
Bi−1
. Consider a source node n and
one of its routing table parts P =
[
n, n+ N
Bi−1
)
. For each Ri,j, there exists one replica
rk ∈ Ri,j such that rk ∈ P . Furthermore, the replicas {rk} will be equally-spaced
within P , separated by an inter-replica spacing of N
Bi
. Regardless of how n chooses to
partition P for its routing table, there exists a replica in each part of P . Therefore,
there is a unique routing table entry for each replica rk
4 and a disjoint route is created
in every step of the algorithm. Using the definitions of m and n in the algorithm, it is
easy to show that d− 1 steps are performed. The d− 1 disjoint routes created in the
algorithm are combined with the route to k to create a total of d disjoint routes.
As a corollary, we give the necessary replication degree to create d disjoint routes.
Corollary 1. To produce d ≤ (B−1) logB N disjoint routes from any query node to a
key k in a full tree-based routing DHT with branching factor B > 1, the key k must be
replicated at (n+1)Bm locations determined by the MaxDisjoint Algorithm, where
m = ⌊ d−1
B−1
⌋ and n = (d− 1) mod (B − 1).
Proof. Since we have proved that d disjoint routes are indeed created by the algorithm,
we need to show that performing the algorithm with input d places a copy of k at
(n + 1)Bm locations in the id space. The key k accounts for one location and the
remaining locations are determined by the replica placement. Since, Bi−1 replicas are
4It is possible that one of the replicas is placed at n. Even though no routing is performed to
fetch this replica, we count it as a route of zero hops.
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placed at each step in round i, the total number of replicas is given by:
(key) +

 replicas placed in
first m rounds

 +

 replicas placed in
final n steps


= 1 +
∑m
i=1 (B − 1)B
i−1 + nBm
= (n+ 1)Bm
We give our replica placement the name MaxDisjoint because Corollary 1 pre-
scribes the minimum replication degree to create the desired number of disjoint routes
using this placement. We state this formally in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. To produce d disjoint routes from any query node to a key k in a
tree-based routing DHT with B > 1, the key k must be replicated at no fewer than
(n + 1)Bm locations determined by the MaxDisjoint Algorithm, where m = ⌊ d−1
B−1
⌋
and n = (d− 1) mod (B − 1).
Proof. Assume d disjoint routes can be created with (n + 1)Bm − 1 locations deter-
mined by theMaxDisjoint Algorithm, where m = ⌊ d−1
B−1
⌋ and n = (d−1) mod (B−
1). In other words, d disjoint routes are created with one fewer replica than prescribed
by Theorem 3. Let r be the missing replica. We will show that there exists a query
node q for which d disjoint routes are not created. Suppose r ∈ Ri,j, then let q be a
node in
[
r, r + j N
Bi
)
. The replica r is the only replica in Ri,j that can create a disjoint
route for the query node q. Therefore, step j in round i does not create a disjoint
route and we cannot form d disjoint routes with one fewer replica.
It is worth noting thatMaxDisjoint provides these properties without modifying
the underlying routing mechanism. MaxDisjoint naturally creates disjoint routes
using the properties of the tree-based routing scheme.
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5.2.4 Chord as a Tree-Based Routing DHT
To provide consistency with Chapter 4, we reconsider Chord as a tree-based routing
DHT. It is straightforward to show that Chord finger tables are constructed like tree-
based routing tables with B = 2. Therefore, we can apply Theorem 3 to give the
following corollary.
Corollary 2. To produce d ≤ logB N disjoint routes from any query node to a key
k in a full tree-based routing DHT with branching factor B = 2, the key k must be
replicated at 2d−1 equally-spaced locations in the ring.
Proof. When B = 2, m = d − 1 and n = 0. Therefore, d disjoint routes are created
by replicating k at 2d−1 locations in the ring. Furthermore, round i will place 2i−1
replicas equally-spaced over the id space. Aggregating the replicas placed in each
round will result in 2d−1 replicas equally-spaced over the id space with inter-replica
spacing N
2d−1
.
Note that the claim in Corollary 2 is consistent with the findings in Chapter 4.
5.2.5 Toleration of Runs
We define a run of length l starting at peer m to be the contiguous set of peers
with identifiers in the interval [m,m + l). As indicated in [39], an adversary can
create imbalance in the distribution of peers in the DHT by appropriately selecting
identifiers. In the worst case, an adversary can take control of a contiguous sequence
of identifiers or, using our terminology, a run of peers.
We claim thatMaxDisjoint replication can tolerate adversarial runs of bounded
length in tree-based routing DHTs. Before proving the tolerable length of a run, we
provide some intuition of how a run may be used to disrupt routing in the DHT.
Consider a query node q. An adversary can reduce the number of replicas reachable
from q by 1
B
by controlling the peer with identifier q + N
B
, where N is the identifier
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space size and prefix-matching is performed in base B. This is because all of the
replicas in the interval [q + N
B
, q + 2N
B
) are routed through the node q + n
B
( 1
B
of
all replicas are in this interval). If the adversary controls a run of nodes ending at
q + B−1
B
N
B
, he can control a larger number of replicas.
Theorem 5. A full tree-based routing DHT with an identifier space of size N , and
r ≥ B replicas placed using MaxDisjoint placement can tolerate any adversarial
run of length 1 +N(B−1
B
− 1
Bm
), where m = ⌊logB r⌋.
Proof. (by induction) Since we are using MaxDisjoint placement, it is straightfor-
ward to show that m = ⌊logB r⌋ = ⌊
d−1
B−1
⌋. This implies that the maximum length
run tolerable by the DHT changes with each round of the MaxDisjoint algorithm.
Consider a peer q. For B ≤ r < B2, m = 1 and there exists a replica k in the
interval [q, q+N
B
). If we assume that the adversary has control of the peer q+(B−1)N
B
(which is the worst case), then we must ensure that k is not in the run. Thus, the
maximum length run is [q + N
B
, q + (B − 1)N
B
), which has length (B − 1)N
B
− N
B
+ 1
or 1 +N(B−1
B
− 1
B
).
Assume that the maximum length run tolerable with r replicas is 1+N(B−1
B
− 1
Bm
),
where m = ⌊logB r⌋. Consider a query node q. If we assume the adversary takes
control of the peer q + (B − 1)N
B
, then he does not control any peers in the interval
[q, q+ N
Bm
). Furthermore, there must be at least one replica in this interval. If another
round of the MaxDisjoint algorithm is performed, then there will be B replicas in
this interval separated by a spacing of N
Bm+1
. Thus, the length of the tolerable run
increases by N
Bm+1
to 1 +N(B−1
B
− 1
Bm+1
).
In a Pastry DHT with a typical value of B = 16 and 16 replicas, an adversary
may control a run of more than 85% of the identifier space and there will be a route
to at least one replica for every possible query. As the replication degree approaches
the identifier space size, the maximum length run tolerable by the DHT approaches
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B−1
B
N .
5.2.6 Adaptivity and Flexibility of MaxDisjoint
There is a noted similarity between the MaxDisjoint and equally-spaced place-
ments. In fact, when n = 0,MaxDisjoint produces equally spaced replica locations.
One may argue that equally-spaced replica placement is as effective asMaxDisjoint
in creating disjoint routes. However, replica placements have other desirable proper-
ties other than their ability to create route diversity; equally-spaced placement fails
to deliver some of these benefits when B > 2.
Two properties in particular are adaptivity and flexibility. Adaptivity is the ability
to easily change the replication degree of an object without incurring a large overhead.
If the replication degree of an object is changed, we would like to minimize the number
of messages exchanged and objects shifted. Flexibility is the ability to easily vary the
replication degree of different objects without incurring a large overhead. Certainly,
some objects may be more popular or critical than others and require a higher degree
of replication. The placement should replicate objects to varying degrees without
using excessive time or state at the time of insertion and lookup.
MaxDisjoint provides adaptivity more effectively than an equally spaced place-
ment. A change in the replication degree must be handled carefully to maintain equal
spacing. Consider an increase in the replication degree to add an additional disjoint
route. With MaxDisjoint, the additional replicas are placed at the locations de-
termined by performing another step in the placement algorithm leaving the existing
replicas in their current locations.
With equally spaced replicas, additional replicas can be introduced in two different
ways. The first option is to compute the equally-spaced replica locations for the new
replication degree and shift existing replicas, if necessary. In some cases, the existing
replica locations will not be a subset of the new replica locations. This implies that
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Un-shifted ReplicaShifted ReplicaNew Replica
Figure 21: Two methods for increasing the replication degree when using equally
spaced replica placement.
existing replicas will have to be shifted, which has a non-negligible cost. The second
option is to double the current replication degree such that no existing replicas must
be shifted. These two options are depicted graphically in Figure 21.
Doubling the replication degree avoids the cost of shifting existing replicas, but
may come with the added burden of storing an excessive number of replicas. The
number of replicas prescribed by Theorem 3 is sufficient. For example, in Figure 21,
only four additional replicas are needed to create an additional disjoint route; however,
doubling the replication degree introduces eight new replicas. The excess storage bur-
den created when doubling the replication degree is shown quantitatively for B = 16
in Figure 22. MaxDisjoint is able to create a desired number of disjoint routes more
effectively than equally-spaced placement when there is a change in the replication
degree.
A sound replica placement also provides flexibility; that is, the replication degree
of one data item is not dependent on the replication degree of any other data item.
Fortunately, flexibility can be provided easily by MaxDisjoint placement.
The problem of flexibility arises at the time of lookup. Without knowledge of
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Figure 22: Replication degree for increasing numbers of disjoint routes.(B = 16)
the replication degree of the target, the replica locations cannot be determined. As
a solution, rather than fixing a system-wide replication degree for all data items or
storing the replication degrees for all objects, we fix a maximum replication degree
rmax for all objects. For a data item with replication degree r ≤ rmax, the r replicas
will be located at a subset of the rmax replica locations. As a result, for some lookups,
we may query a replica that does not exist, but we trade off these extra messages for
the reduction in node state.
5.2.7 Implementation
To uniquely identify each replica, we use a key identifier pair (k, v), where k is the
key identifier and v is virtual key identifier. For each replica, v gives the location of
the master key. By definition, the master key k is denoted by the pair (k, k). We
require an ordered pair because two data items may have replicas that reside on the
same peer.
When a key k is inserted into the DHT with replication degree d, we first compute
the key identifier pairs for each replica: (k, k), (k1, k), (k2, k), . . . (kd−1, k). Once the
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key identifier pair for each replica is computed, we use the DHT key insertion mech-
anism to insert the replicas. That is, we perform a lookup for each key identifier and
store the replica in their respective locations.
Next, the DHT lookup primitive must be modified to accommodate the new repli-
cation scheme. When a peer is queried for a key, the query node must compute the
locations of all replicas. The key identifier is used to route to the replicas. Once
a replica’s home node is found, the key identifier pairs are compared to return the
appropriate replica.
It is worth noting that no additional routing table entries are required to route
to the replicas. In addition, if the query node dispatches the lookups for the entire
replica set simultaneously, there may be an improvement in performance because the
query node can return the first correct response received (which may have returned
along a route shorter than the route to the master key). However, if the added load
of the extra lookups puts strain on the system, the performance may improve only
slightly or even degrade. We evaluate this hypothesis through experimentation.
Finally, when peers join or leave the DHT, the DHT join and leave mechanisms can
be used by simply ignoring the virtual peer identifiers in each key identifier pair. Note
that DHT replica placement schemes that place replicas in the neighborhood of the
master key require modification to the node join and leave mechanisms. To maintain
the replication degree, replicas will need to be shifted for every join or leave. Ghodsi
et al. [16] discuss the effect of churn on symmetric (equally-spaced, MaxDisjoint)
replication and show that only O(1) messages are needed to maintain the replication
degree for every join or leave compared to Ω(r) messages for a successor-list (neighbor
set) placement, where r is the replication degree.
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5.3 Experiments
To confirm that our analytical results hold for sparsely populated DHTs or DHTs
with clustered id spaces, we conducted a series of experiments through simulation.
First, to measure the impact of replica placement on routing robustness, we consider
the number of disjoint routes created for several replica placements. Furthermore, we
find the probability of lookup success when nodes are compromised at random or in
a run of several nodes.
Second, we consider a heuristic used for creating route diversity in [7] that we call
neighbor set routing. We measure its ability to create route diversity and the impact
on the probability of lookup success.
Finally, having shown that replica placement can improve on routing robustness,
we consider the impact of parallel queries on response time.
Simulation Environment All experiments were performed using a Java-based
simulator we have developed. We are able to model Chord and Pastry routing, uni-
form and clustered node distributions, and two adversarial models. Nodes may be
compromised at random with some failure probability or in a run of several nodes.
The simulator is extensible to model other DHT implementations, node distributions,
and adversarial models.
Each data point in our results is representative of over 100,000 lookups performed
in 10 different random node distributions. We simulate a lookup by randomly selecting
an uncompromised query node and a target key. In reality, if the query node is
compromised, it can affect the outcome of the lookup. However, if we assume that
data items are self-verifying, a compromised query node can only cause the client
to timeout and select another query node. We deem a lookup successful if there
exists a route consisting of only uncompromised nodes from the query node to any
replica of the target key. If all routes from the query node to the replica set contain
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Table 2: Pastry simulation parameters.
Symbol Parameter
N Identifier Space Size
n Number of Nodes
B Branching Factor (2b for Pastry)
r Replication Degree
f Fraction of Compromised Nodes
C Number of Clusters
σ Cluster Width (standard deviation)
a compromised node, then the lookup is deemed to fail.
For most experiments it is sufficient to compute routes in the network using the
appropriate routing protocol. However, to measure response time, it was necessary to
modify our simulator to be event-driven. The remaining simulation parameters are
summarized in Table 2.
Replica Placements Considered In our experiments, we consider four replica
placements: MaxDisjoint; neighbor set, where replicas are placed at distinct nodes
in the neighborhood of the root (e.g., Chord successor list, Pastry leaf set); random,
where replica locations are uniformly distributed; and spaced, where replica identifiers
are separated by a uniform spacing s. It is worth noting that two replicas may be
placed at the same node with spaced replication.
In the case of neighbor set placement, some implementations may attempt to
reduce load by querying the entire replica set with a single lookup message. This
naturally creates route overlap; for a fair assessment, we dispatch a separate lookup
for each replica in the replica set.
5.3.1 Measurement of Disjoint Routes
First, to verify the correctness of our analysis, we measure the average number of
disjoint routes created using the considered replica placements. These results are
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Figure 23: Number of disjoint routes with increasing replication degree in Pastry.
(N = 228, n = 8192, B = 16)
depicted in Figure 23. For the parameters tested, MaxDisjoint placement outper-
forms the other placements in creating disjoint routes.
The neighbor set placement does not create a significant number of disjoint routes
as expected. Routes toward keys that are close to each other in the identifier space are
likely to converge. Since the neighbor set placement clusters replicas, an adversary
can eliminate the entire replica set if he can compromise a node common to all routes
destined for that neighborhood. By increasing the route diversity, we eliminate these
single points of vulnerability.
The performance of the spaced placement scheme is dependent on the spacing
chosen. If the spacing is small, then the spaced placement is very similar to the
neighbor set placement. In the extreme case, if the replica spacing is much less than
the average inter-node spacing, two or more replicas may be placed at the same node.
We observe this phenomenon for the spaced placement with s = 105 in Figure 23. As
we increase the spacing, there is a tendency to increase the number of disjoint routes.
However, as we increase the replication degree, the replica locations will wrap around
the identifier space and no additional disjoint routes will be created. We observe
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Figure 24: Number of disjoint routes with increasing number of nodes in Pastry.
(N = 228, B = 16, d ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 6})
this phenomenon when the spacing s = N/6. This implies that the spacing should
be a function of the replication degree, which is fundamental to how MaxDisjoint
creates disjoint routes.
The random placement creates nearly as many disjoint routes on average because
replicas are uniformly distributed. However, there is significant difference between
MaxDisjoint and random placement in the worst case. We present an argument in
support of this claim at the end of this section.
To ensure that this number of disjoint routes could be created in more sparsely
populated id spaces, we varied the number of nodes in the DHT starting from 32 and
measured the number of disjoint routes for various replication degrees. This data is
depicted in Figure 24. The actual number of disjoint routes converges quickly to the
theoretical value, which implies thatMaxDisjoint placement can be used effectively
in very sparsely populated networks. In these results, the theoretical number of
disjoint routes is achieved for loads greater than 1000 nodes, which is less than a
thousandth of a percent of the identifier space.
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Figure 25: Disjoint routes for tightly clustered nodes in Pastry (N = 228, n =
8192, σ = 215).
5.3.2 Resilience to Node Clustering
To model the population distribution that may result from the collusion of several
malicious nodes, a series of experiments were run on clustered DHTs. To model
a clustered distribution, four node ids were randomly selected as cluster means such
that the clusters are non-overlapping and unpopulated gaps exist in the id space. The
cluster density was tuned using the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution
centered around each cluster mean. The number of disjoint routes created for σ = 215
and σ = 216 are shown in Figures 25 and 26, respectively.
Clustering can marginally reduce the number of disjoint routes created for small
replication degrees, but the impact is more dramatic when creating a larger number
of disjoint rotues. The impact of clustering is intensified with tighter clusters (i.e.,
decreasing σ) because replicas are not located at the positions that MaxDisjoint
prescribes. Although the replica ids are properly assigned, the replicas themselves
are confined to the clusters. One or more of the replicas may lay in the unpopulated
gaps between clusters. These replicas get “pushed” to next cluster in the id space,
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Figure 26: Disjoint routes for loosely clustered nodes in Pastry (N = 228, n =
8192, σ = 216).
possibly eliminating a disjoint route. This is more likely to happen when creating a
large number of disjoint routes (which requires more replicas).
We computed the percentage decrease in disjoint routes that results from clus-
tering. This analysis produced some very interesting results that are depicted in
Figure 27. One interesting conclusion is that not all replica placements are negatively
affected by node clustering. In particular, when replicas are placed close together in
the id space, e.g., neighbor set or spaced (for small spacings) placement, there can
actually be an increase in the number of disjoint routes created. This is because a
long string of closely packed replicas may span a gap between clusters, which pushes
some of the replicas to another cluster. The clustering actually helps distribute the
replicas better resulting in more disjoint routes. Nevertheless, the 4-6% increase in
the number of disjoint routes is insubstantial because these placements fail to create
a sufficient number of disjoint routes with uniformly distributed nodes.
To the contrary, theMaxDisjoint and random placements are affected negatively
by clustering. Placements that distribute replicas in the id space may place a replica
in the unpopulated gaps between clusters. These replicas get pushed to a cluster
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Figure 27: Percent decrease in disjoint routes from uniformly distributed nodes to
a clustered distribution in Pastry (N = 228, n = 8192, C = 4, σ = 1016).
and a disjoint route may be lost. This phenomenon takes effect for MaxDisjoint
when r = 8. At this point, the inter-replica spacing is 225. If we use two standard
deviations to capture 95% of each cluster, we can estimate the inter-cluster gaps to
about 226, which is twice the inter-replica spacing. That implies that about half of all
replicas are located in the gaps between clusters. Note that the random placement
suffers from this problem over the entire range of replication degrees because it is
not guaranteed to distribute replicas across the entire id space. Furthermore, as we
increase the replication degree, more replicas will be located in the gaps and we lose
the benefit of increased replication degree. Nevertheless, the 3-5% decrease in the
number of disjoint is relatively insignificant because MaxDisjoint creates so many
more disjoint routes than the other placements in a uniformly populated id space.
5.3.3 Impact of Replica Placement on Routing Robustness
To demonstrate that the number of disjoint routes has a significant impact on the
robustness of the DHT, we measure the probability of lookup success with a random
fraction of faulty nodes. A faulty node may be a failed or compromised node. The
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Figure 28: Probability of routing success with uniformly compromised nodes in
Pastry. (N = 228, n = 8192, B = 16, r = 8)
probability of routing success is shown in Figure 28.
These results indicate a correlation between the number of disjoint routes and
the probability of lookup success. The MaxDisjoint and random placements most
effectively create disjoint routes and, thus, have the most positive impact on the prob-
ability of routing success. Furthermore, we can conclude that using MaxDisjoint
placement instead of neighbor set placement can dramatically improve the proba-
bility of routing success. With a quarter of nodes compromised at random, greater
than 97% of all lookups can be resolved successfully with MaxDisjoint placement
compared to only 60% with neighbor set placement.
With the network configuration in Figure 28, theMaxDisjoint placement creates
eight disjoint routes. Therefore, an adversary could prevent the correct resolution of
a given query by compromising only eight nodes. However, with far more nodes than
that compromised at random, nearly all queries are resolved successfully. This is a
strong indication that replica placement plays a critical role in providing robustness
in distributed hash tables.
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Figure 29: Probability of routing success with runs of compromised nodes in Pastry.
(N = 228, n = 8192, B = 16, r = 16)
Our analysis indicates thatMaxDisjoint should be able to tolerate runs of com-
promised nodes better than placements that cluster replicas closely together. Ex-
perimental results that confirm this hypothesis are depicted in Figure 29. With 16
replicas and 85% of the identifier spaced compromised in a run, greater than 96%
of lookups are resolved successfully with MaxDisjoint placement compared to only
13% with neighbor set placement. Furthermore, these results demonstrate an exploit
of random placement. With moderately long runs, MaxDisjoint is able to success-
fully resolve a higher fraction of queries than the random placement. For example,
with 85% of the identifier spaced compromised in a run, only 66% of lookups are re-
solved successfully with a random placement. This is because the random placement
may cluster replicas for a significant fraction of keys. We investigate this further in
the following section.
MaxDisjoint versus Random Placement In the experimental data presented
thus far, random placement seems to have performed on par with MaxDisjoint on
average. We argue, however, that a truly random placement is expensive to implement
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Figure 30: Worst-case performance of MaxDisjoint and random replica placement
in Pastry. The minimum number of disjoint routes created over all lookups is shown.
(N = 220, n = 8192)
in practice and the average performance of a random placement does not trickle down
to the worst case.
The worst case attack against a replica placement is to target the replica locations
themselves. One may argue that a placement with random locations would make it
more difficult for an adversary to determine and target the replica set than a de-
terministic approach like MaxDisjoint. However, a truly random placement also
complicates matters for the query node. The query node must be able to compute
the replica locations for any object at the time of lookup. To avoid keeping a consid-
erable amount of state at each node, we may use multiple hash functions to generate
random replica locations. However, this implementation is not truly random and,
with knowledge of the hash functions, it is as vulnerable as MaxDisjoint.
As far as performance is concerned, the results we have shown depict the average
number of disjoint routes created. To consider the worst case performance, we mea-
sured the minimum number of disjoint routes created forMaxDisjoint and random
placement. These results are depicted in Figure 30.
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Figure 31: Cumulative distribution of disjoint routes created forMaxDisjoint and
random placement in Pastry. (N = 220, n = 8192, r = 8)
The results in Figure 30 confirm our hypothesis of the worst case performance of
a random placement. For a few objects, the placement may create as few as half of
the desired number of disjoint routes. To establish that the worst case was not an
isolated case, we measured the number of disjoint routes created over all lookups.
The cumulative distribution of the number of disjoint routes with eight replicas is
shown in Figure 31.
For the case depicted in Figure 31, MaxDisjoint created the expected eight
disjoint routes for every single lookup. To the contrary, the random placement creates
six or fewer disjoint routes for 45% of lookups. We observed the same behavior in
other cases as well. Therefore, if delivering a consistent level of fault tolerance across
all lookups is a design constraint, random placement is not a reasonable solution.
5.3.4 Replica Placement and Neighbor Set Routing
We believe replica placement is an efficient way of creating disjoint routes because
it does not require significant modification to the underlying DHT routing scheme.
Other works have considered reusing the existing routing information to create route
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Figure 32: Graphical depiction of neighbor set routing.
diversity [7, 30]. Although these approaches do not create provably disjoint routes,
we believe there is value in introducing some additional form of route diversity. Fur-
thermore, we believe these techniques could be combined with our replica placement
to provide additional benefit. To evaluate this claim, we consider the route diversity
technique introduced by Castro et al. [7], which we call neighbor set routing.
Castro et al. use neighbor set routing is used to find diverse routes toward the
neighborhood of a key. To create diverse routes, messages are routed via the neighbors
of the source node. This is depicted graphical in Figure 32. Castro et al. claim this
technique is sufficient in the case when replicas are distributed uniformly over the
identifier space, as in CAN and Tapestry. We consider the ability of neighbor set
routing to create diverse routes to a replica to enhance the routing robustness of
MaxDisjoint.
To evaluate the relative impact of replica placement and neighbor set routing, we
measured the probability of routing success for four scenarios:
1. Neither replication nor neighbor set routing is used,
2. Only neighbor set routing is used by routing through eight neighbors,
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Figure 33: Probability of routing success with neither replication nor neighbor
set routing (None), neighbor set routing only (NBR), MaxDisjoint placement
only (MD), and both neighbor set routing and MaxDisjoint placement together
(NBR+MD). (N = 228, n = 8192, B = 16, r = 8)
3. Only MaxDisjoint placement is used with a replication degree of eight, and
4. Both neighbor set routing and MaxDisjoint placement are used by routing
messages through eight neighbors to eight replicas.
These results are depicted in Figure 33.
Both MaxDisjoint placement and neighbor set routing can have a positive im-
pact on the probability of lookup success. However, the trend is stronger with replica
placement. With a quarter of nodes compromised at random, over 97% of lookups are
resolved successfully with MaxDisjoint placement compared to 63% with neighbor
set routing alone. At best, neighbor set routing can create independent routes, since
all paths will converge at the destination. If the destination node is compromised, no
amount of route diversity can increase the probability of lookup success.
Nonetheless, the added route diversity that neighbor set routing provides can
benefit MaxDisjoint placement, especially with a large fraction of compromised
nodes. With 50% of nodes compromised, the probability of lookup success of using
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MaxDisjoint placement improves from 52% to 84% when combined with neighbor
set routing.
5.3.5 Parallel Queries and Response Time
Finally, since replica placement seems to be a reasonable method for improving rout-
ing robustness, it is natural to consider some practical concerns of using replication.
When querying a replica set, response time may be reduced by querying the entire
replica set in parallel. Alternatively, this could have a significant impact on the sys-
tem load, which may result in congestion and increased response time. Therefore, we
consider three replica query strategies: parallel, sequential and hybrid.
Unlike the parallel strategy, the sequential strategy queries replicas one at a time
waiting for a response before querying the next replica. This strategy controls system
load at the expense of response time. With very few failures, the sequential strategy
should result in reasonable response times without inducing a significant load on the
network. However, the response time may not be as resilient to an increase in failure
rate as the parallel strategy.
We also consider a hybrid approach in which replicas are queried in sets of two or
more replicas. Sets are queried one at a time waiting for a response before querying
the next set. With this strategy, the trade-off can be managed using the set size to
tune the response time with load. In figures, the hybrid strategy series are labeled
“Hybrid-S”, where S denotes the set size.
To present realistic response times, we model the inter-node delay with a log-
normal distribution with mean 60ms and standard deviation 50ms and total response
time as the sum of inter-node delays along a route. The log-normal distribution
parameters were selected using results from a study of TCP connection round trip
times [3].
We extend our fault model to assume that failed nodes correctly forward lookups
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to create added system load, but return incorrect responses that the query node is
able to detect. Therefore, a failed route will result in the same system load as a
successful route, but will add to the overall response time of the lookup. In a real
system where a failure may result in no response at all, it may be necessary to use a
timeout for the sequential and hybrid schemes.
To measure the effect of message queuing, we measure response time for lookup
rates varying from 1 × 102 to 1 × 107 lookups per second. Since the underlying
physical topology is difficult to predict and we are more concerned with the queuing
that results from our query strategy, we modeled queuing in the overlay, rather than
in the physical network. We assume that each node in the overlay is a leaf node in
the underlying physical topology and has a 1 megabit per second link to its gateway
router. Furthermore, we assume that the message size is 1 kilobyte, which is consistent
with real Pastry implementations.
The average response times for the discussed replica query strategies are depicted
in Figure 34. We repeated the experiment for f equal to 5%, 10%, and 15%; these
results are shown in Figure 34(a), 34(b), and 34(c), respectively.
The trend across these graphs confirms our intuition that the response time of the
sequential strategy increases with the fraction of nodes compromised in the network.
Furthermore, the response time does not seem to vary significantly with changes in
the lookup rate because the effects of an increased lookup rate are not compounded
by the parallelization of replica queries.
To the contrary, the parallel strategy is not resilient to changes in the lookup
rate. As the lookup rate increases beyond 10000 lookups per second, the response
time of the parallel strategy increases dramatically. With a relatively low fraction
of nodes compromised (Figure 34(a)), the sequential strategy can even outperform
the parallel strategy in terms of response time. The additional load resulting from
parallelization results in message queuing and delayed responses. This effect may
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Figure 34: Response time (ms) for successful lookups with increasing lookup rate
with f = (a) 5%, (b) 10%, and (c) 15%. (N = 228, n = 8192, B = 16, r = 16)
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be stronger in small networks, which have reduced capacity, and in networks with a
higher replication degree.
The hybrid strategies offer a suitable trade-off between the parallel and sequential
strategy. The set size can be increased to reduce response times and improve resilience
to changes in the fraction of compromised nodes. To improve the resilience to changes
in lookup rate, the set size should be decreased. This value of this parameter should
be determined by the needs of the application. For example, caller lookup rates in
a voice over IP (VoIP) application may change wildly with the time of day and a
smaller set size should be used to control congestion.
5.4 Discussion
In this chapter, we characterized a class of DHTs, which employ a tree-based routing
scheme. We proved that MaxDisjoint, a replica placement for tree-based routing
DHTs, creates disjoint routes. Furthermore, we determined the number of repli-
cas necessary to produce a desired number of disjoint routes. Through simulation,
we showed that this placement creates disjoint routes effectively in DHTs that are
sparsely populated or populated in clusters. In addition, MaxDisjoint creates dis-
joint routes without modification of the underlying routing scheme; therefore, its
implementation is independent of the underlying DHT chosen, provided that the
underlying DHT employs tree-based routing. Furthermore, we demonstrated that
disjoint routes have a positive impact on routing robustness and the probability of
routing success when nodes are compromised at random or in runs. Specifically, we
showed that a vast majority of queries can be resolved successfully even with a quarter
of nodes compromised.
We also compared our replica placement with another mechanism for creating
route diversity called neighbor set routing. MaxDisjoint has a stronger impact
on routing robustness than neighbor set routing; however, when the mechanisms
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are combined, substantial benefit is gained, especially with a large fraction of nodes
compromised. Therefore, using two or more route diversity mechanisms, like replica
placement and neighbor set routing, can have a positive impact on routing robustness.
Finally, we considered some of the practical limitations of usingMaxDisjoint in
a real implementation; that is, we evaluated the choice of the replica query strategy
on response time. Of particular concern was the impact of a parallel strategy on
the system load and, as a result, the response time. We observed that the parallel
strategy is adversely affected by an increase in the lookup rate; however, it is resilient
to changes in the fraction of nodes compromised. Conversely, the sequential strategy
is not significantly affected by changes in the lookup rate, but the response time
increases with the fraction of nodes compromised. As a solution, we offered a hybrid
scheme, in which sets of two or more replicas are queried sequentially. We explained
how the set size could be tuned to give a reasonable response time and resilience to
changes in the lookup rate.
Before concluding this chapter, we feel it is worth mentioning the so-called “one
hop” DHTs [18, 19, 25]. These DHTs attempt to create routes with O(1) hops by
restructuring the id space and maintaining more routing state at each node. Since
these DHTs have short routes, the likelihood that two routes intersect is dramatically
reduced. Therefore, most replica placement schemes can sufficiently create route
diversity in these DHTs. However, it comes at the expense of extra routing state at
each node that is inherent in the construction of one hop DHTs.
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CHAPTER VI
COST-CONSCIOUS DISTRIBUTED HASH TABLE
Although efficient in routing at the logical layer, structured p2p overlays are generally
agnostic to costs incurred at the physical layer. Locality-aware protocols like Pas-
try [32] attempt to minimize costs in the physical layer by selecting neighbors that
are nearby according to some locality metric (e.g., round-trip time). Clearly, this is
beneficial in reducing latencies for clients of the lookup service, but there are also
costs to the underlying network operators.
An Internet service provider (ISP), for example, may incur transit costs to ex-
change messages with another ISP with which it does not peer. The economic re-
lationships between ISPs play a significant role in Internet routing. Paths in the
Internet may be efficient with respect to transit cost, even at the expense of latency.
When an overlay is deployed on the Internet, these transit cost benefits may
be lost. Structured p2p overlays, for example, create multihop routes, where each
logical hop in the overlay route connects to Internet end hosts. Each of these hops
corresponds to a single Internet route, which may traverse many networks. In the
worst case, every hop of an overlay route may incur transit costs; this is especially
wasteful when the source and destination of the overlay route are clients of the same
ISP. In general, overlay paths incur several times the transit costs of the direct Internet
path from source to destination.
The so-called “Net Neutrality” debate demonstrates that peer-to-peer technology
is making a noticeable economic impact on ISPs. The debate was spurred by Com-
cast’s throttling of Bittorrent traffic [20]. Karagiannis et al. [22] studied locality in
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Bittorrent and showed that Bittorrent severely increases an ISP’s bandwidth require-
ments. In fact, they showed that Bittorrent is “locality-unaware”; 70-90% of locally
available pieces are downloaded from external peers. Clearly, peer-to-peer overlay de-
signers must be more conscious of the networks that host their services. In particular,
overlays should avoid using excessive resources and incurring unnecessary IP transit
costs for ISPs.
In this chapter, we consider a scenario wherein several ISPs are cooperating to
deliver a DHT service to their clients with minimum shared cost. We create a routing
infrastructure that forwards messages using prefix-matching within an organization-
based id space. We will show that this scheme ensures that overlay routes incur a
bounded transit cost significantly less than traditional DHT implementations. Fur-
thermore, usingMaxDisjoint (Chapter5) as an example, we show that replica place-
ments that distribute replicas across the id space can be used to further reduce routing
costs while improving object availability. We find the optimal replication degree that
balances the storage of replicas with transit costs. We support our analytical findings
with detailed experimental results from an Emulab [41] deployment of a lookup ser-
vice implementation we have developed using Rice University’s FreePastry package
[1]. Our experiments demonstrate that using our design can achieve a significant
reduction in cost (∼80%) compared to a typical Pastry deployment with random
node id assignment and neighbor set replication. Furthermore, we discuss how our
scheme accounts for varying object popularities and compare its cost performance
versus caching.
6.1 System Model
The Internet is the interconnection of numerous networks located worldwide. To the
end user, the manner in which the networks are interconnected is of little importance
so long as connectivity and quality of service are not compromised. In reality, the
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interconnection is a hierarchy whose structure is governed by economics. To be a
part of the Internet, a network must connect to at least one other network that is
already part of the Internet. Just as the customers of an ISP pay for bandwidth,
an ISP may have to pay another network operator for the necessary bandwidth to
connect its network to the Internet. The cost for this exchange is called IP transit. In
the event that the two networks agree to exchange bandwidth without any monetary
compensation, the two networks are said to be peers. These peering and customer-
provider relationships create a hierarchy wherein the top tier of networks (Tier 1
ISPs) are able to reach any network in the Internet without incurring any cost.
In this chapter, we consider the scenario where several ISPs wish to share a peer-
to-peer distributed hash table with a shared cost. Clearly, this distributed system
will require the exchange of information between ISPs and may incur excessive IP
transit costs if not designed without the interconnection relationships in mind. We
assume that all participating ISPs are connected to the Internet and the transit costs
to transmit a message from any participating ISP to another are known. We make
no additional assumptions regarding the interconnection of the ISPs, as depicted in
Figure 35. Two participating ISPs may be peers (ISPs B and C), a customer and
provider (ISP D provides service to ISP F), or connected through third parties that
are not participating in the overlay (ISP A is connected to ISP B through ISPs H
and J).
Using the known interconnection, we can create a fully-connected logical topology
from the participating ISPs as shown in Figure 36. This logical topology is formed as
follows. Peering ISPs are combined into a single node (ISPs B and C are combined
into node BC). Each of the remaining ISPs becomes a single node. In the remainder
of this chapter, we will refer to each node in this logical topology as an organization.
We place an edge between each pair of nodes with a weight that corresponds to
the minimum transit cost between the representative ISPs. For example, the weight
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Figure 35: Example of the economic relationships between ISPs.
of the edge between node A and node BC is determined from the minimum of all
the possible IP transit costs between ISPs A and B. Note that ISP A can connect to
ISP C through ISP B at zero cost. Using this logical topology, each ISP can have
its clients maintain a routing table annotated with the costs to route to the other
participating ISPs. This table may be used to facilitate cost minimization.
We assume that the ISPs are sharing the operating costs of the overlay and can
gain no advantage from misbehavior. We believe such a venture is plausible given that
the economic strain of peer-to-peer traffic has already caused ISPs to change their
operating practices. A shared overlay gives the ISPs the opportunity to provide the
rich services of p2p technology to their customers without incurring excessive cost.
In addition, ISPs may be able to develop a revenue model around the shared overlay.
6.2 Distributed Hash Table Design
Our cost-conscious DHT design is comprised of three components that are deployed
over any structured overlay that employs prefix-matching routing: a node id assign-
ment scheme, replica placement, and cost minimization function. We discuss these
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Figure 36: Example logical topology formed between ISPs participating in the cost-
conscious overlay.
components in detail in the following sections.
6.2.1 Organization-Based Node Id Assignment
Node ids are assigned using an organization-based technique; that is, node ids within
a single organization share a common prefix. The remaining digits are assigned ran-
domly to each node. As such, nodes from the same organization reside in a common
segment of the overlay id space. This approach differs from a locality-based id assign-
ment scheme because nodes that are “close” to each other in terms of network local-
ity are not necessarily from the same organization. Similarly, an organization-based
scheme differs from a network- or location-based [44] scheme because an organization
may be composed of several networks.
The id prefix determines the location and size of the id space segment assigned
to an organization. To ensure coverage of the entire id space and balance load, we
assign segment sizes roughly proportional to the organization sizes. Note that this
can be accomplished simply by varying the prefix length. For example, consider
a node id assignment for Pastry with b = 4. A prefix of length 1, like 0x5...,
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0xE-0xFJ
0xC-0xDI
0xBC-0xBFH
0xA-0xBBG
0x6-0x9F
0x58-0x5FE
0x50-0x57D
0x4C
0x2-0x3B
0x0-0x1A
PrefixesOrganization
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
Figure 37: Example of organization-based node id assignment.
corresponds to a segment size of 1/16 (1/2b) of the id space whereas a prefix of
length 2, like 0x3F..., corresponds to a segment size of 1/256 (1/22b) of the id space.
Furthermore, an organization can take several adjacent prefixes of different lengths to
better approximate its proportion of the id space. This is depicted by the differently
sized segments in Figure 37.
With an organization-based id assignment scheme, we claim that overlay paths
will incur a bounded transit cost. We state this formally in the following theorem.
Theorem 6. Consider a full distributed hash table that employs prefix-matching rout-
ing and organization-based id assignment. Suppose that the maximum transit cost to
route between any pair of organizations is c. The cost of the path from any node a to
node x in organization X incurs a transit cost of at most c · |x|, where |x| denotes the
length of the organization prefix assigned to node x.
Proof. The intuition behind this theorem is derived from the prefix-matching routing
scheme. With each hop in the overlay path, the shared prefix between the next hop
and the destination increases by one or more digits. Therefore, once a path enters the
destination organization (as defined by its prefix), it will not leave that organization.
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E
F
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H
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J
0x364A6
0x53D1E
0x5AFB2
D
Figure 38: Example of a path using organization-based node id assignment.
Prefix-matching routing ensures that this will occur in at most |x| hops. If we incur
the maximum transit cost c with each of the first |x| hops, then the path incurs a
cost of c · |x|.
An example path from a node in Organization B to a node in Organization D is
depicted in Figure 38. Note that the path traverses two organizational boundaries,
which is the length of the prefix assigned to the destination node in Organization D.
6.2.2 Replica Placement
Organization-based id assignment provides a method for bounding the transit cost
of a single path. With multiple disjoint paths to choose from, additional benefit in
transit cost reduction may be realized. In previous chapters, we showed that replica
placement can be used to create disjoint paths.
Replica placements that distribute replicas across the id space can reduce cost in
two distinct ways. First, replication increases the likelihood that an organization has
a replica of any given object. Since there is zero transit cost within an organization,
any lookup for an object that is replicated locally incurs zero cost. For example, in
Figure 39, since the source node 0x92B38CD4 and the replica 0x9B82ED82 share a
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0x92B38CD4
0x423D80B0
0x9B97523
0x9B82ED82
0x4BF09A83
0x4B82F69A
0x4B8273BA
0xEBE98732
0xEB8284CF
0xEB8278F7
Intermediate Node Destination Node (Replica)
Figure 39: An example of three disjoint routes created using MaxDisjoint replica
placement.
common prefix, it is likely that they reside in the same organization and the cost of
the path between them is zero.
Second, if there is no local replica, there are multiple disjoint paths to other
replicas from which the source node may choose. If each node maintains a table of
the costs from its own organization to the others, it may choose the replica that can
be fetched with minimal transit cost.
Furthermore, in a real deployment of our DHT, we may encounter node failures,
which may impact the ability to route to and fetch an object. The natural solution
is to replicate objects to increase the probability that an object is accessible and
reachable. If the replica placement creates disjoint paths, then routing robustness may
improved as well. Therefore, in the remainder of this work, we will useMaxDisjoint
to demonstrate the benefits of replica placements that distribute replicas across the
id space.
Suppose we want to replicate objects to the extent that all lookups are resolved
with zero transit cost. This requires that each organization replicates the entire object
set. We state the replication degree necessary to ensure that a replica exists in each
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organization in the following theorem.
Theorem 7. Consider an overlay that employs a prefix-matching routing scheme,
organization-based id assignment, and MaxDisjoint replica placement. Let p be the
length of the maximum length prefix assigned to any organization. Each organization
will have at least one replica of any object that is replicated 2bp times, where b is the
prefix-matching base.
Proof. With 2bp replicas, MaxDisjoint placement ensures that each replica has a
unique prefix of length p. Therefore, one or more replicas share a prefix with every
organization.
In addition to the cost benefits, this replication degree ensures that every object
can be fetched in the unlikely event that an organization is partitioned from the rest
of the overlay. Clearly, replicating objects to this degree is costly and unnecessary in
typical deployments of a DHT. Nevertheless, it raises an interesting question: What
replication degree is sufficient to optimize transit and replica storage costs?
6.2.3 Cost Minimization Function
If the goal of each organization was simply to reduce its own transit costs, then the
global replication degree would be chosen as in Theorem 7. The resulting effect would
be to replicate the entire object set in each organization. Recall that these replicas
must be stored by the clients of each organization. This may be feasible for some
organizations, but smaller organizations may find it difficult to expend the necessary
resources. Furthermore, as node failures are introduced, the necessary replication
degree must be scaled with the failure rate to ensure that each organization has at
least one available replica with high probability.
To find the replication degree that best satisfies the needs of all the organizations
involved, we define the cost function Ci(r) for organization i that quantifies transit
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and storage costs as follows:
(Total Cost)i = (Storage Cost)i + (Routing Cost)i
Ci(r) = f
LS
i (r)C
S
i (r) + p
[
1− fLRi (r)
]
CRi (r)
The total cost Ci for an object is expressed in terms of its replication degree r as the
sum of the cost incurred for storing objects locally and for resolving queries remotely.
The total storage cost is computed from CSi , the storage cost per object; and f
LS
i , the
probability that the object is stored locally. The total routing cost is computed from
CRi , the routing cost per query routed outside the organization; f
LR
i , the probability
that the query is resolved locally; and p, the popularity of the object expressed in
terms of the number of queries for that object over its lifetime. It is assumed that
CSi , C
R
i , and Ci are non-negative.
In the following sections, we show how an organization can express its preferences
by tuning its cost functions and the impact of those choices on the global replica-
tion degree. We omit the subscript i to improve readability, but it is assumed that
parameters are tuned on an organization-by-organization basis.
6.2.3.1 Tuning CS and CR
An organization can reflect its operational preferences and impact the total cost func-
tion by properly tuning the CS and CR functions. Typically, CS will be proportional
to the organization’s tolerance to locally storing objects. A large organization may
have a near zero CS to reflect its indifference to a high replication degree.
The CR function reflects the organization’s preference to route to replicas stored
remotely. Note that the transit cost is dependent on the destination of the lookup.
Therefore, CR must be expressed as the composition of these costs. One method for
computing CR is to take the weighted sum of the transit costs to each organization,
where the weights are the probability of routing to that organization. In our initial
experimentation, we found that this method of computation was too coarse and did
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not yield desirable results. A better approach is to express CR as a function of r.
Indeed, the average transit cost decreases with increased replication degree and this
should be reflected in the cost function. Simple simulation can be used to estimate
CR(r).
6.2.3.2 Accounting for Object Popularity
The cost function accounts for object popularity using the parameter p, which ex-
presses popularity as the number of lookups over the object lifetime. With increased
popularity, the weight of the routing component of cost is increased and total cost is
minimized by increasing the replication degree. Intuitively, the replication degree of
a very popular object should be higher than that of one that is rarely accessed.
Alternatively, we can view the cost function from the point of view of amortization.
The storage cost is amortized over the lifetime of the object. Therefore, if the object
is looked up more frequently than others in its lifetime, we can afford to make a larger
investment in its storage cost. Clearly, the object lifetime is a matter of interest. If
objects are popular over a very long lifetime, then it is justified to replicate those
objects to the extent that there is a replica in each organization. Domain name
system (DNS) records are an example of this type of object. The usefulness of the
cost function comes with objects that have a relatively short lifetime or objects whose
popularity decays over time. The Bass model [5] of demand growth for innovations
can be used to model objects whose popularities decay over time. The model follows
the behavior of typical viral growth, a logistic curve. This behavior has been observed
in video popularity on YouTube [9] and in content distribution networks [15].
Determining object popularity at lookup and insertion is another consideration.
For the purposes of this work, we assume that there is a service that determines object
popularity over a short period of time starting at the time of insertion. Objects are
initially inserted with average popularity and promoted or demoted to the appropriate
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Input: key: the key to look up
Data: R: Replication degrees for all popularities, where Rp gives replication
degree for popularity p
used ← ∅
for r ← Rmax p to Rmin p do /* iterate down popularities */
Locs ← ReplicaLocations(key, r)
trgt ← Locs i s.t. Cost(Locs i) = min(Cost(Locs)) && Locs i /∈ used
res ← Lookup(trgt) /* try the minimum cost replica */
used ← used
⋃
trgt
if res is not null then exit; /* miss? continue : else, stop */
end
Lookup(key) /* last resort: try master key */
Figure 40: Replica lookup ordering algorithm.
level of popularity as time passes.
Rather than maintaining a mapping of objects to their popularities, we utilize
the recursive nature of MaxDisjoint placement; that is, increasing the replication
degree simply adds new replica locations without changing any existing replica loca-
tions. Therefore, when performing a lookup, we compute all possible replica locations
using the replication degree of the most popular object. The actual replica locations
are a subset of the computed replica locations regardless of the object popularity. In
the process of looking up replicas, some “misses” may occur when a location that
does not store the replica is queried. These misses are more likely to occur for less
popular objects.
Blindly querying the possible replica locations is not effective in minimizing the
total routing cost. Simply querying the replica locations in order of decreasing tran-
sit cost does not effectively avoid misses. Therefore, we propose the algorithm in
Figure 40 to avoid misses while minimizing routing cost.
The algorithm begins by assuming the object being looked up is one of the most
popular objects. The replica locations for this replication degree (Rmaxp) are com-
puted and the minimum cost replica is queried. If the result is null, then we assume
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that we have a miss1. In other words, we assume that the object has the next lower
level of popularity and the process is repeated.
The algorithm repeats until a non-null result is received. After trying all possible
popularities, if we have not received a non-null result, then we query the master key.
If the object exists, it must be accessible at the master key.
6.2.3.3 Minimizing Global Costs
To minimize global costs, we attempt to minimize the cost functions of all the organi-
zations in concert. Consider k organizations each with N1, N2, . . . , Nk nodes such that
N =
∑
iNi. In practice, each organization has a known customer base of size Ci and
can estimate its size Ni probabilistically. Assuming that a customer participates in
the overlay with probability p and Ci is sufficiently large, we can estimate Ni = pCi.
Suppose each organization in the system has its own cost function Ci(r). If the
replica placement distributes objects uniformly across the id space, we can approxi-
mate fLSi as the fraction of the id space owned by organization i times the replication
degree and rewrite Ci(r) as follows:
Ci(r) =
(
Ni
N
)
rCSi (r) + p[1− f
LR
i (r)]C
R
i (r)
Furthermore, fLRi can be written as a function of Ni, N , and r:
fLRi =


Ni
N
r, r < N
Ni
1, otherwise
To minimize the total system cost, we find the integral replication degree r that
minimizes:
C(r) =
∑
i
Ci(r)
1A null result could also be the result of a node failure, but the algorithm assumes no node
failures.
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It is sufficient to minimize the sum of the organizational costs because all the costs
are non-negative functions of r. However, it is necessary to ensure that the organi-
zations assign the cost functions CLi and C
R
i using a common metric. Furthermore,
since all the necessary parameters are known a priori, the replication degree can be
computed in advance.
In some cases, organizations may not want to reveal their cost functions to the
others. The cost function can reveal some sensitive data, such as the ISP’s storage and
transit costs. With some analysis, the nature of these costs can be determined. As an
alternative to revealing this information, each organization can propose a replication
degree ri that minimizes its own cost function Ci(r). Given the set of values R = {ri},
a global replication degree r must be chosen. The following are some strategies for
selecting the global replication degree:
Average Replication Degree A basic strategy is to take the mean of R as the
global replication degree. This will create sufficient local replicas for some organi-
zations, but will perform poorly for others. In addition to inconsistent performance
across organizations, this strategy is not robust; one organization could easily inflate
the average replication degree.
Maximum Replication Degree Another strategy is to select r = maxR. This
strategy is favorable to organizations that incur a significantly higher cost for resolving
queries remotely than locally.
Maximum Non-Outlier Replication Degree Consider the case when there is
one organization (or a small number of organizations) that is trying to artificially
influence the global replication degree. This organization may produce a replication
degree from which it may derive relatively little benefit compared to the cost imposed
on the other organizations. In this case, we may omit this outlier when computing
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the maximum of R. In other words, we may take the second (or i-th) greatest value
in R.
6.3 Experiments
We evaluate our DHT design using a lookup service implementation we developed
with FreePastry [1]. We implemented organization-based id assignment andMaxDis-
joint placement over Pastry and evaluated it in Emulab.
6.3.1 Experimental Setup
We deployed our lookup service on 32 Emulab nodes. Each node was assigned to one
of eight organizations. The organization sizes and transit costs between organizations
were assigned at random as shown in Table 6.3.1. We would like to have used actual
transit costs, but these values are not publicly available. Nonetheless, we believe that
using random costs is sufficient in characterizing the effectiveness of our solution.
To ease interpretation of results, after generating organization sizes at random,
we numbered the organizations from largest to smallest. Thirty-two virtual nodes
were run on each physical node for a total of 1024 nodes in the overlay. We inserted
5000 objects and performed 10000 lookups, each for a random object originating at a
random query node. Each data point in our results reflects the cost incurred for the
lookups performed.
6.3.2 Experimental Results
We performed three series of experiments. Before we consider the more realistic
scenario of varying object popularities, we evaluate the impact of the choice of CS
and CR on system cost for uniform object popularity. This experimental setup helps
isolate the behavior of our solution to verify its correctness. In the remaining exper-
iments, we vary the object popularity with a more realistic Zipfian distribution. The
second compares the cost benefits of our approach with traditional Pastry, and the
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Table 3: Cost-conscious DHT experimental setup: (a) organization-based id assign-
ment and (b) inter-organization transit costs.
(a)
Organization # Nodes Prefixes
O1 455 0x0-0x6
O2 175 0x7-0x9
O3 120 0xA-0xB
O4 99 0xC
O5 84 0xD
O6 54 0xE
O7 23 0xF0-0xF7
O8 14 0xF8-0xFF
(b)
To
From O1 O2 O3 O4 O5 O6 O7 O8
O1 - .20 .92 .37 .04 .99 .36 .48
O2 .68 - .86 .14 .37 .98 .24 .97
O3 .15 .42 - .77 .94 .77 .44 .30
O4 .10 .37 .83 - .32 .40 .49 .72
O5 .47 .95 .84 .90 - .37 .69 .67
O6 .58 .40 .75 .55 .51 - .62 .24
O7 .13 .92 .93 .18 .73 .83 - .94
O8 .04 .83 .91 .79 .91 .35 .88 -
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Table 4: Analytically-determined cost-conscious replication degrees.
Case roptimal ravg rmax rmax-outliers
Case 1: CS = 0.01CR 16 16.1 32 16
Case 2: CS = 0.1CR 5 6.8 16 8
Case 3: CS = CR 1 1.4 2 2
last examines the system behavior compared to caching. We discuss the parameters
and results of these experiments in the remainder of this section.
6.3.2.1 Impact of CS and CR
We executed lookups of 10000 objects of equal popularity (i.e., each object is looked
up with equal probability) and maintained the routing cost at each node in the overlay.
Each data point in the organization cost curves represents the sum of the number of
objects stored and the transit costs for each organization. We compute the cost for
the i-th organization in the system as:
Ci = C
S · (objects stored) + (total routing cost)
and the system total cost as C =
∑
Ci. In Figure 41, we present the results with
three values of CS, referred to as Cases 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Table 4 shows the
replication degree that would result from the replication degree selection strategies
discussed in Section 6.2.3.3.
Looking at each case individually, we observe the impact of tuning CS. For Case
1 (Figure 41(a)) when CS is negligible relative to CR, the benefits of having local
replicas greatly outweigh the cost of maintaining those replicas. This is similar to the
case of an extremely popular object. Therefore, objects should be replicated with a
high replication degree in this regime. Our cost function predicts a replication degree
of 16, but in practice, we may choose the replication degree prescribed by Theorem 7
(32) and scale it by the failure probability of nodes to ensure that each organization
has a live replica with high probability.
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(a) Case 1: CS = 0.01CR
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(b) Case 2: CS = 0.1CR
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(c) Case 3: CS = CR
Figure 41: Organization and system total cost (solid bold line) with increasing
replication degree.
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In terms of the impact on the individual organizations, we observe that the smaller
organizations (C7 and C8) are carrying the larger burden of cost. This is due to the
fact that a very large replication degree is necessary to mitigate the transit costs
incurred by these small organizations.
In Case 2 (Figure 41(b)), CS has reached the point where there is a replication
degree that optimally trades off the storage and remote retrieval costs for resolving
a lookup. This is the case where our cost function is most interesting and useful.
Our model prescribes a replication degree of 5 whereas the optimal replication degree
based on the experimental results is 4. Nonetheless, choosing a replication degree of
5 results in only a 6% increase in total cost over the optimal choice.
Since none of the individual organization costs are minimal at the optimum, it
is non-trivial to compute the system optimum without considering all the costs in
concert. This is reflected in the alternative strategies, which choose replication de-
grees that are unnecessarily high to mitigate system cost. Note that in this case the
organizations share the burden of cost relatively fairly at the optimum.
When CS dominates CR, as in Case 3 (Figure 41(c)), the tendency is to eliminate
replication altogether and resort to the remote resolution of queries. This is similar to
the case of an unpopular object. In this regime, the cost burden is placed primarily
on the larger organizations (C1 and C2) because they are responsible for the storage
of more objects.
Of the three regimes, we argue that Case 2 is most likely in practice. First, it is
unlikely that an ISP would value storage cost as much as routing cost because the
storage cost CS is not a direct cost to the ISP. It captures the more subtle cost of
aggravating customers with the storage of an excessive number of objects. This makes
Case 3 an unlikely scenario in practice. In Case 1, each organization stores the entire
object space. If we assume no failures, then the organizations do not need to rely
on each other to resolve lookups. This seems plausible, but it completely ignores the
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Figure 42: Total cost comparison of organization-based ids with MaxDisjoint
(ORG+MD) against Pastry.
effect that the storage of objects may have on the clients of a small organization. In
practice, it is unlikely that each organization would be willing to replicate the entire
object space. Although we cannot definitively define the relationship between CS and
CR, we believe that it falls in the regime of Case 2, where our analysis is most useful.
Of the replication degree selection strategies considered, computing the average
of all the independently computed replication degrees is the most effective. This
strategy best estimates the optimal replication degree provided that all organizations
are cooperative and none act selfishly.
6.3.2.2 Comparison with Pastry
To demonstrate the extent of the cost savings of our approach, we compared with
traditional Pastry, node ids are assigned randomly and neighbor set replication is used.
The total costs of Pastry and our approach (ORG+MD) are shown with increasing
replication degree in Figure 42. We omit the organizational costs for clarity.
Comparing the optimal replication degree for each approach, we find overall cost
savings of approximately 95%, 80% and 55% for CS = 0.01CR, 0.1CR and CR,
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respectively. Examining these savings further, we find that organizational-based id
assignment alone provides a 55-65% cost reduction (where the replication degree is
one). When the storage cost is high, MaxDisjoint provides little benefit because
replication is unnecessary. However, the addition of MaxDisjoint increases the
savings by as much as 85% when the storage cost is negligible relative to the routing
cost.
There is a small reduction in cost with increasing replication degree in Pastry
when the storage cost is sufficiently small (see Figure 42, Pastry, CS = 0.01CR).
Regardless of the placement, a larger replication degree increases the likelihood that
the organization of the query node will have a replica of the lookup target. However,
this cost saving is negligible compared to the transit costs incurred by lookups that
must be routed to an external target. Our approach provides an excellent alternative
to Pastry when operating cost is a primary concern.
6.3.2.3 Comparison with Caching
Intuitively, caching seems like a natural comparison to our approach. Caching aims
to reduce lookup latency by storing copies of the lookup target at each of the inter-
mediate overlay hops along the lookup route. We distinguish this form of caching
from one that may cache objects at non-overlay nodes along the Internet path. This
alternative form of caching requires that non-overlay nodes have detailed knowledge
of the overlay protocol. Caching can be effective in significantly reducing the length
of the lookup paths to an object, if the object is cached at a sufficiently large number
of overlay nodes. As a result of shortened lookup paths, we would expect a reduction
in operating cost.
It is difficult to compare caching to our approach fairly; therefore, we erred on the
side of caution by employing cache sizes large enough to store the entire object set.
Therefore, none of the cached objects are evicted during the experiment. We would
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Figure 43: Total cost comparison of organization-based ids with MaxDisjoint
(ORG+MD) against caching.
expect this configuration to give the best case performance of caching.
Previous work has shown that Web object requests follow a Zipf-like distribu-
tion [6]. In a Zipfian distribution, the frequency of an object is inversely proportional
to its rank. Therefore, objects with the highest rank are looked up most frequently.
The distribution is characterized by a single parameter α that is used to define the
frequency of an object of rank k in a set of size N to be:
f(k,N, α) =
1
ksHN,α
,
where HN,α is the N -th generalized harmonic number. When α = 0, then all objects
have uniform popularity. As α increases, the popularity of the highest ranked objects
increases. We compare caching with our approach for a range of α values from zero
to one in Figure 43.
From our experimental results, we find that caching is not as effective as our ap-
proach in reducing costs. Although caching creates copies of popular objects through-
out the network, there is no way for a node to determine the locations of the cached
copies. To achieve a noticeable reduction in cost, an object must be cached at nearly
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every node. The number of lookups necessary to reach this level of caching is quite
large, which explains why we do not see a reduction in cost for caching until α = 1.
To the contrary, our approach replicates objects at known locations in the network
that can be determined by every node. Therefore, a node can compute the replica
locations of the target and choose the replica that can be fetched with minimal cost.
The resulting effect is a significant reduction in cost that increases with α. The
increasing cost reduction with α can be explained in two ways. First, with a smaller
set of highly popular objects, the storage cost investment is quickly amortized by the
routing cost savings. These significant reductions in routing cost make a dramatic
impact on the total cost. Second, as the set of highly popular objects shrinks, the set
of unpopular objects grows. These unpopular objects can be replicated to a lesser
degree, which corresponds to a reduction in storage cost.
The results in Figure 43 assume that the popularity of the lookup target is known.
If the popularity is known, then the replication degree can be computed and the
lookup misses discussed in Section 6.2.3.2 can be avoided altogether. However, in
practice, it may be difficult to determine the object popularity at lookup time. There-
fore, we measured the performance of the technique described in Figure 40. The
results are shown in Figure 44.
The results show that the replica ordering algorithm prescribed in Figure 40 does
not work as effectively as one would hope. Nevertheless, the results do help to explain
why the technique does not work and how it can be improved. In general, we see
an increase in cost followed by a slow reduction in cost with increasing α. The
increase in cost can be explained by the large number of misses that occur when the
frequency distribution of lookups is near-uniform. The reduction in cost begins when
the lookups are concentrated on the most popular objects. Since misses do not occur
for the most popular objects, the benefits of replication are more pronounced.
Intuitively, the replica ordering algorithm is a linear search for the target’s true
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Figure 44: Impact of known (Pop. Known) and unknown (Pop. Unknown) object
popularity on the cost of organization-based ids with MaxDisjoint.
popularity beginning with the highest level of popularity. As far as search algorithms
are concerned, a linear search is one of the least efficient. However, when it is more
likely than the target has the highest level of popularity (which is the case when α is
large), a linear search is quite effective. When α is small, it may be more effective to
use another search algorithm, a binary search, for instance.
6.3.2.4 Behavior with a Selfish Organization
To this point, we have assumed that the organizations cooperate to provide a DHT
service to their users at a minimum cost. Although we assume that organizations
are cooperative and share the total system cost (which should discourage selfishness),
in reality, ISPs are competing entities and there may be incentives for selfishness.
Interesting questions to ask are To what extent can a “selfish” organization manipulate
the DHT operation to its own benefit? and How much impact will such manipulation
have on the costs of other organizations and the total system cost?. In the remainder
of this section, we report on experiments performed to address these questions.
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Figure 45: Perceived total cost for a single selfish organization (r = 4).
We assume that all organizations set CS = 0.1CR except for one selfish organiza-
tion. We let each organization act selfishly one at a time and vary CS for the selfish
organization from 0 to CR. The resulting perceived total cost for r = 4 is shown in
Figure 45.
The plot in Figure 45 is representative of the behavior across all values of r; that is,
the largest organizations can significantly affect the perceived cost by simply changing
CS. A selfish organization has two basic strategies it can use to skew the perceived
total cost curve and influence the replication degree. One, the selfish organization
can increase the perceived cost of the true optimal replication degree. Alternatively,
it can decrease the perceived cost of its desired replication degree. We believe these
strategies are essentially symmetric, therefore, we consider only the former.
Referring to cost curve C1 in Figure 41(b), we see that Organization 1 (O1) has
an opportunity to reduce its cost by using a replication degree of r = 2 or r = 3. O1
can force these replication degrees by using CS = CR or CS = 0.2CR, respectively.
As a result of this skewed perceived cost curve and the forced replication degree, the
selfish organization will benefit and other organizations (and the system) may suffer.
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Figure 46: System and organization cost difference using a replication degree other
than 4.
We computed the difference in actual system cost and the costs for each organization
with these replication degrees as shown in Figure 46.
If O1 is able to change the replication degree to 3, it will reduce its own costs by
21%. Interestingly, this only results in a 4% increase in the total system cost. Of
course, this comes at the expense of other organizations, O4 in particular. Similarly,
if O1 is able to reduce the replication degree to 2, its costs will drop by 47% while
increasing the total system cost by 12%. In this case, the cost of O4 is increased
by almost 80%. Furthermore, the largest organizations all benefit by reducing the
replication degree. Therefore, these organizations may collude to reduce their costs
without raising suspicion among the smaller organizations.
6.4 Discussion
We have presented a distributed hash table design for Internet service providers that is
conscious of the costs incurred by inter-organization query resolution and from storing
replicated objects. At the heart of the design is an organization-based id assignment
scheme that ensures that overlay paths traverse a bounded number of organizational
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boundaries. Transit costs are reduced and object availability is improved by using
a replica placement, like MaxDisjoint, that distributes the replica set across the
id space. We provide a cost function that can be used to minimize costs within the
operational parameters of the system. Alternatively, we offer three replication degree
selection strategies that can be used to set the replication degree in a distributed
fashion without revealing individual organization costs.
Experimentally, we showed that our approach achieves a significant reduction
(∼80%) in cost compared to a typical Pastry deployment. Furthermore, our technique
outperforms other promising techniques, like caching. We hope that the cost savings
we have presented provide an incentive for ISPs to become more accepting of the
p2p movement, which has the potential to deliver rich services more efficiently than
client-server solutions.
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CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Although many applications have realized the efficiency, scalability, and resilience that
peer-to-peer technology can provide, there is a still significant amount of skepticism
surrounding p2p. Although the distributed nature of a p2p solution provides some
resilience, the level of dependability and fault tolerance that can be designed into
critical systems deployed over p2p is still in question. Furthermore, network operators
are troubled with the costs of p2p applications deployed on their networks because
p2p is generally agnostic to the transit costs associated with Internet routing. Before
p2p can become pervasive in practice, these concerns must be addressed and this
dissertation has begun an investigation into these problems and potential solutions.
Before we detail the contributions of this dissertation, we would like to state what
we feel are the fundamental conceptual findings of our work:
1. Route diversity (disjoint routes, in particular) has a noticeable, positive im-
pact on routing robustness and, in turn, the probability of lookup success in
structured peer-to-peer overlays.
2. Replica placement is an effective method for providing route diversity while
improving object availability. There exists a replica placement that creates
disjoint routes in any distributed hash table that employs tree-based routing.
3. In addition to improving routing robustness and object availability, replica
placement can be used with organization-based id assignment to create a dis-
tributed hash table implementation that is conscious of the costs to the under-
lying network operators.
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These concepts are the heart of this work and this dissertation provides the analytical
and experimental evidence to support these claims.
7.1 Dissertation Summary
In support of the claims above, this dissertation has made the following contributions:
• We proved that equally-spaced replica placement creates disjoint routes in
Chord. Furthermore, we showed that d disjoint routes can be created with
2d−1 equally-spaced replicas. (Chapter 4)
• Through simulation, we evaluated equally-spaced placement in Chord and showed
that it is more effective in creating disjoint routes than a neighbor set or random
placement. This benefit is maintained in sparsely populated and clustered id
spaces. (Chapter 4)
• The increased number of disjoint routes parlays into an increase in the prob-
ability of lookup success and routing robustness. With only four replicas and
a quarter of the id space compromised randomly or in runs, simulation results
indicated that lookups are successfully resolved 98% of the time. (Chapter 4)
• We defined a class of distributed hash tables that employ a scheme we call
tree-based routing. We proved a number of properties for DHTs of this type.
(Chapter 5)
• We proposedMaxDisjoint, a replica placement that creates disjoint routes in
tree-based routing DHTs. We formally proved that it creates disjoint routes.
Furthermore, we determined the replication degree necessary to create a desired
number of disjoint routes. (Chapter 5)
• We showed that MaxDisjoint and equally-spaced placement both utilize the
properties of tree-based routing, but MaxDisjoint is a more adaptive and
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flexible placement in prefix-matching DHTs. (Chapter 5)
• Through simulation, we showed that MaxDisjoint, like its sister equally-
spaced placement, creates disjoint routes more effectively than other placements.
Again, this benefit is maintained in sparsely populated and clustered id spaces.
(Chapter 5)
• MaxDisjoint also improves routing robustness and the probability of lookup
success. Simulation results indicated that lookups are resolved successfully 97%
of the time with eight replicas and a quarter of the id space compromised
randomly or in runs. (Chapter 5)
• We showed how the benefits of replica placement can be enhanced with an-
other route diversity technique we call neighbor set routing. Although neighbor
set routing does not create disjoint routes, it does improve routing robustness
by creating some additional diverse paths. When neighbor set routing and
MaxDisjoint replica placement are combined in Pastry with half of its nodes
compromised at random, the probability of lookup success increases to 84%
from 52% with replica placement alone. (Chapter 5)
• We evaluated how the implementation of replica set lookup affects system load
and response time. We found that querying the entire replica set in parallel
may induce unnecessary load in the system, which reduces lookup time. We
proposed a hybrid query strategy that trades off system load and response time
as appropriate for the operating environment. (Chapter 5)
• We outlined a model for grouping Internet service providers into organizations
such that the intra-organization transit costs are zero and the inter-organization
transit costs are bounded. Using this model, we proposed an organization-
based id assignment and proved that prefix-matching routes in the id space
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have bounded transit cost. (Chapter 6)
• We apply MaxDisjoint in this context to create disjoint routes, each with a
bounded cost. This provides two opportunities for reducing cost: (1) with mul-
tiple replicas, there may be a replica that can be fetched within the organization
at zero cost, and (2) with multiple disjoint routes each with bounded transit
cost and no local replica, the minimum cost route may be selected. (Chapter 6)
• Because replication has a non-trivial cost, we provide a cost function that may
be used to find the replication degree that optimally trades off the cost of
replication and transit costs. (Chapter 6)
• We developed and implemented organization-based id assignment andMaxDis-
joint replica placement in an open source Pastry distribution from Rice Univer-
sity called FreePastry. We evaluated it using the Emulab facility. (Chapter 6)
• We evaluate the cost of our approach compared to a traditional Pastry deploy-
ment with neighbor set replication. Our approach achieves an 80% reduction in
cost over Pastry with neighbor set replication in typical operating conditions.
(Chapter 6)
• We compare the cost of our approach compared to a traditional Pastry de-
ployment with caching. Although caching is more effective than neighbor set
replication, our approach still achieves a significant reduction in cost (60-70%).
(Chapter 6)
7.2 Future Work
Our work has opened the door on several avenues for future work. First, we will
discuss specific enhancements that could be made to the solutions in this dissertation.
Finally, we will conclude with a discussion of the general areas for future work.
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The following enhancements to our work serve primarily to weaken assumptions
that we have made:
• Our replica placement assumes self-verifying data such that a client can verify
the integrity of the response. Alternatively, we could develop a Byzantine fault
tolerant algorithm to determine the correct response from a set of untrusted re-
sponses. Intuitively, if the source node queries only d replicas that are retrieved
along d disjoint routes and we bound the number of faulty routes, then we can
design an election protocol.
• Our replica placement assumes that objects are located a specific locations in
the id space, but does not specify how replicas are initially placed at those
locations. Alternatively, we could design a fault tolerant replica dissemination
protocol. We believe that our work with neighbor set routing could serve as
first step in the solution because neighbor set routing creates some diversity to
a single location. If objects are rarely inserted, we may be able to incur more
overhead and use an alternative routing structure to disseminate replicas. We
may consider hypercubes because an n-degree hypercube has n node-disjoint
paths between every pair of nodes. Therefore, we could construct disjoint paths
from the dissemination root to each replica location and increase the routing
robustness.
• Our hybrid query strategy is sufficient when the traffic model is known and
fairly static. However, a more appropriate solution would dynamically change
the degree of parallelization to reduce query load when congestion is detected.
This solution may share some characteristics with TCP congestion control.
• Our cost-conscious distributed hash table assumes that object popularity is
determined by a dedicated service that can determine popularities over a small
number of lookups. Determining the nature of this service is an area for future
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work. It may be possible to estimate the lookup rate and approximate the
parameters of the Bass model curve to determine the object popularity.
• Our cost-conscious distributed hash table assumes that the participating orga-
nizations are cooperative. Although a shared overlay is a joint venture among
several Internet service providers, the ISPs are competing entities and there
may be an incentive for selfish behavior. Designing a cost-conscious distributed
hash table that is robust to selfishness is a topic for future work.
The following are general areas for future work:
• We have demonstrated how replica placement can create route diversity in tree-
based routing distributed hash tables. However, we believe there are other
techniques we may use to create route diversity in structured p2p overlays.
• Our cost-conscious distributed hash table demonstrates how design can be used
to maintain the benefits of p2p while operating in a manner that is more con-
scious of network operators. Although it is a significant step forward, it is
far from ideal. Finding a suitable solution to this problem is critical to the
livelihood of p2p technology.
• Although we have not discussed it at any length in this dissertation, it is inter-
esting to note that many of the functions of the network layer are reproduced
in a p2p overlay, e.g., addressing, routing, end-to-end reliability. Rather than
replicating this functionality, perhaps the network layer should be more recep-
tive to the needs of the applications of this day and age. Obviously, an Internet
redesign is no easy task (and may come with much opposition), but it is an
open problem that deserves investigation. Researchers with knowledge of p2p
technology should play a very active role in this research.
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